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Stolen Irucfcs Recovered 
Chorges Laid By Police
' ' '
THE SAANICH INLET Sunday echoed with the time honored chant 
of native Indian paddlers training for the annual racing season. 
Coxswain Manny Cooper and his all female crew took but an hour and 
twenty-five minutes to cover the round trip between Cole Bay and the
■w.Avrt.W' >i
. ....................  ; ..o<«y.'X-- •: •:. '^• v.'.
While on pairol at 5 a.m. 
Sunday, Central Saaitieh 
Police saw a 24 year old 
man walking away from 
I'cnnel’s Trailer Supplies on 
the Patricia Bay Highway at 
the top of Mow’s Hill. He 
was stopped and, while 
being searched, he suddenly 
ran, jumped over a truck 
and ;t fence and disap­
peared into the nearby 
bush.
't he search had provided, 
among other things, a set of 
car keys that fitted a Datsun 
pick-up truck parked on
Glidden Road, about half a 
block away. It was im­
mobilized by police and 
later towed away.
Investigation ad' the 
premises showed they had 
been broken into. S65() of 
merchandise was fotmtl 
beneath a broken windoss 
on the north side.
The license number of the 
Datsun luovided a Victoria 
ttddress. Victoria police 
arrived there just in time to 
see another truck depart. It 
answered the de.scription of 
one re|iortcd stolen from a
Wellsview Road residence.
ofabout a mile south 
l enners, in Saanich.
1 aler in the morning, 
Sidney RCMP spotted the 
stolen truck tmd arrestcsl 
the driver. He gttve the 
name of Daniel Mark 
l.ucicn I'alcon, an 
unemployed cook, born in 
Prance and a Victoria 
resilient for two years. He 
was charged with 
automobile theft,
possession of stolen 
properly, breaking and 




Deep Cove beacon. They have been practising for the past three weeks 
and will enter their first race in Duncan on May 14lh. (Review photo by 
Mrs. Joshua Perlmutter)
Baa! Defends Goeeci! Stand On STAG Issue
By Crania L it win 
There was standing 
room only in Sidney 
council chambers
Monday night when a 
delegation of about 75 
members and parents 
of Sidney Teen 
Activity Group
confronted council.
The delegation was 
asking for council to 
reverse its earlier 
decision not to grant 
STAG $.3,373 needed 
to supplement
operating funds.
Last year and in
previous years counci
granted money to 
STAG but this year, 
because of a hefty mill 
rate increase of which 
the largest portion is
the new 
coniple.x, 







Most ukicriiHMi concurred 
ihal il luul been a difficult 
decision in llic first jilacc 
and iliiil they wtu'c ■ not 
demonsliatini.' any criiicisin 
of STAG by their actions. 
Goiincil members voted 
Momlay to stand by their 
earlier decision and grant 
S'lAG nothing, .Ross 
Martin’s was die only 
dissenting vote cast. - ■
"We’re being pushed 
from both sides," Aid, Gdr 
Baal esplnincd. "We’re 
being asked to keep taxes 
down atul savemoney and 
yet we are pushed from the 
other side as well. 1 conteiul 
that the money given to us 
is for running the lown and 
not to be handed inii to 
organizaiions, no matter 
how worthy they are,
"There has been a 
tremendous iniciest in
STAG and with support 
from the public and 
volunteers 1 think if would 
be a better organization 
without the grant.”
Baal went on to say that 
money is short all over this 
year and belts have to be 
tightened somewhere.
"The recreation centre is 
already short of money and 
it hasn’t even opened up 
yet. This (lack of grant) 
docs not sound the death 
knoll of STAG. It may 
seem harsh and unfair to 
liicsc vitally concerned 
people but we have to 
consider all the taxpayers in 
Sidney.
Ross Martin, 












"Withdraw the money 
for tax deferments to local, 
organizations, withdraw the 
fnoney for the museum, the 
louiist buiCiiti and senior 
citizens programs."
"He keeps harping on 
this tourist bureau thing," 
said Haul. "The bureau is a 
form of advertising and any 
money spent on advertising 
leturns a dividend to the 
town.’
Aid. Jerry Tregaskis told 
the meeting that he was in 
lavor of w’hat STAG does 
but pointed out that “an 
excessive tmiouni has been 
spent in the past on salaries 
I would like to see more go 
to the kids in the form of 
materials ttnci aetivitic.s,"
He also placed on recorc 
his feelings that Sanscha 
hall, which tents the club 
house to S TAG members at 
a cost of S3,0()f) per year, 
has been charging too 
tnueh,
"Within the last 14 
montlis," according to Aid 
Jim I ang. "STAG has hac 
S.ht.tXiO in many ant 
various government granlf
Our small grant will not end 
STAG. We would be the 
first to come to the re.scue if 
it were to really fold up.” , 
Lang also added that 
council has been con­
tinually asked for funds to 
support the organization 
and “yet some of the facts 
are withheld.”
In addition, "As a 
director of STAG, Ross is 
in a difficult .situation. This 
is a very important decision 
we must make here and this 
conflict of interest should 
be recorded," said Lang.
Earlier in the meeting, 
during open discussion of 
the grant proposal by 
members of the delegation, 
a young spokesman for the 
teen group said, "This lown 
has so little consideration 
for youth.” She argued that 
the movie theatre was taken 
away some years ago and 
that at least STAG is a good 
thing for kids to do — "It’s 
better than vandalism,"
Ms. Lyne Caldicott 
recalled that her daughter 
started out with .STAG and 
that she was very pleased 
with the organization, 
"Cliildien should have this 
kind of opportunity."
"You can't afford to 
tluow away youth even 
though this is a throw-iiway 
society."
Ms. Caldicott claimed 
she vvas told that if STAG 
crumbled Sidney would be 
saddled with the cost of an 
extra policentan and police 
car just to control the 
additional vandalism.
I.ocal probation officer 
Su.snn l.ongway told 
council that her office was 
the envy of all other 
probation offices in the 
province •— "My job is 
easier because of STAG," 
she said flatly.
Tormer club leader 
George Owen appealed to 
the compassion of council 
asking that they let the 
coffers go for just
moment. ,
"Preventive medi’eine — 
that’s what STAG is,” 
commented former
alderman Bob Wallace. 
‘The recreation complex is 
i completely different 
thing. One is recreation, the 
other is self-help. You 
should take a look at taking 
some of the money out of 
the budget for streets and 
back into lhe.se kids.”
When Ross Martin in­
troduced a motion to 
amend the 1977 budget to 
include a $3,373 grant to 
STAG Mayor Dick Leigh 
was cpiick to point out: 
"Just STAG? No others?”
Leigh was referring to the 
fact that when council 
denied the grant to STAG 
they cancelled their total 
grant fund of $10,000 to all 
other potential charities as 
well.
"We would have to give 
all the other groups the 
opportunity to speak to 
us."
l.eigh emphasized the 
fact that, "We are not 
pointing the finger at STAG 
— we're pointing it at 
money."
"f am in sympathy with 
youth’s probletus but we 
must try to work within our 
means," saitl Aid. Eleanor 
Sower by. "There are many 
groups in town such as the 
Tattle League players, 
guides, scouts, elutich 
grou|w and other 
recitgnized youth groups 
doing a good job.
"Hut this rerpiest has 
come at a lime wlicn 
lecieation takes the largest 
portion of the budget and I 
think this group (ST AG) is 
already well subsidized.’’
"This group might cut 
back themselves a bit. We 
have fiad to turn down 
many requests this year."
"l am voting against the 
motirm to grant funds, not 
against youth itself."
"You have all admitted
that this cut has nothing to 
do with the worth of the 
program,” Mijrtin argued 
hotly.
“Then why don’t you be 
honest with yourselves and 
admit that the, amount 
specified will not be 
crippling to the 
municipality? I’m just 
asking council to be con­
sistent.”
Martin’s motion to grant 
STAG the money was 
soundly defeated by every 
other alderman but 
Tregaskis introduced an 
amendment that $5,000 be 
put back in the grant for 
"no specific purpose."
This would,allow council 
to provide ,a grant for 
proven need, he said. His 
amendment was accepted 
by council and Martin said 




112 one gram vials of 
hashish and 20 ounces of 
.solid hashish were seized, 
Thursday, at the Victoria 
International Airport by the 
Sidney RCMP.
Stephen John Stewart, 
23, of Victoria has been 
charged w'ith pos.session 
with the intent to traffic. 
He was enroute to 
Edmonton when the illegal 
drugs were discovered. 




Ruhymay Parrott, a local 
school board trustee, was 
elected to her second year 
of office as director of the 
B.C. School Trustees 
Association, at their recent 
convention.
Parrott is one of two 
directors. As well there are 
a president itnd vice- 
president.
Central Saanich Police 
Chief Bob Miles com­
mented rather sadly that it 
appears his department is 
the only 24 hour social 
service agency operating in 
the community. It, of 
course, does not have the 
resources nor is it its job to 
be one; but sometimes it 
happens that way. The 
regualr agencies don’t seem 
to be geared to look after 
waifs in the cold small, 
hours of the early morning.
It was 4:30 a.m. Thur­
sday, April 28, when police 
on routine patrol spotted a 
16 year old youth at the 
corner of West Saanich and 
Wallace Drive. He was 
without a jacket or warm 
clothes and wak: trying to 
hitch a ride.
On speaking to him, it 
was iihmediately apparent 
to the police constable that 
the youth was somewhat 




Sidney council decided 
Monday night to write to 
Washington State gover­
nor, Dixie Lee Ray, 
provincial Premier Bill 
Bennett and the chamber of 
commerce of Anacortes in 
an attempt to stop the 
closure of the ferry .service 
to that city.
Mayor Dick Leigh said he 
would like council to "go 
down on record" as being 
adverse to the plan.
a name and a Saanich 
address and stated he had 
been dropped off at the 
intersection by a friend who 
had driven on into Sidney 
and who was to pick him up 
again later.
By police radio, the 
Central Saanich constable 
had Saanich police check 
the given address. It turned 
out to be a group home; but 
the operator of it, on being 
roused, said that no one of 
that name lived there.
Reluctant to leave the 
boy stranded, the police 
constable took him back to 
the police station with him^ 
There, he contacted the 
provincial human resources 
department duly worker, to 
have the lad given proper 
care and attenlioni He was 
advised, instead, either to 
take him to Cool-Aid or 
else release him. The 
professional social worker 
staled that although the boy 
was found wandering 
without a jacket or warm 
clothing in the small hours 
of the morning, was of 
apparent diminished mental 
capacity and could not give 
a good account of himself, 
he was not to be coddled 
and .should be made 
responsible for himself. 
Hoping to at least 
discover the boy’s home 
address but getting no help 
from the boy himself, the 
constable phoned the group 
home contacted earlier. The 
operator recalled that 
although the name given 
was not familiar, there was 
a boy matching his
N.S. Committee A To Hear 
$10 Million Gillain Proposal
North Saanich 
council heard a request 
Monday, Cronr a firm 
interested in buying 




The firm, Canadian 
Training, and Con- 
%rencc Ltd.,, planned 
jBn addition to the 
^building to house a 
conference facility. 
They had cornpleied a 
similar building near 
Ottawa with .skiing 
facilities. The North 
Saanich proposal is 
!<iesigncd around a 
wilderness park theme.
It woiikl have 120 
residential rooms and 
would be available for 
bookings by firms or 
organi/ations.
liighl permanent 
jobs could be created 
by the facility and the 
municipality could 
expect a large increase 




The firm would 
wani to begin con­
struction within six 
months on the 
$10,(KK),(K)0 proposal.
Council vvas in­
terested in the 
proposal and referred
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Names Will Be 
Published
TTicrc is $4(),(X)0 in 
ouisitmtliug taxes tiue the 
municipality of Sidney and 
eouticil has decided to take 
strict action.
Cotmcil's policy on 
!u rears taxes will be the 
same as lust year, according 
to innnicipai itdminisiraior 
Geoff Logan.
W hat this means is I hat 
letters will be sent to people 
nolifying them of their 
taxes duo and then their 
names will he published in 
the press.
If hills are not paid by the 
due date the names will then 
he leferied to llie tnunicipal 
solieilui, said Logau,
description who several 
times bad claimed that he 
lived tlicre. The operator 
was able to provide a new 
name for the boy and the 
name of the operator of 
another group home where 
the boy probably lived; but 
be did not know the ad­
dress. He suggested the 
human resources depart­
ment duly worker would 
know.
On being contacted 
again, at 6 a.m., the duty 
worker told Cenlral 
Saanich T’olice that he 
could not provide the 
address nor phone,number 
of the group home and that 
he was not acquainted with 
it. He again suggested the 
boy be released on his owm. ,
The boy was given a Tift 
as far as Elk Lake where he 
said he would hitch-hike 
into town arid go directly 
home.
PURSE FOUND 
Sidney RCMP Itave 
reported a woman’s purse 
was turned in to the office 
after being found on a B.C. 
I'criy diiiing it crossing to 
Tsawwiisscn April T3, 
Anyone with information is 






Central Saanich By-Law 
505 declaring the BACM 
property at Tod Inlet a 
"development area"
received three readings 
Monday niglit. It will 
probably be given final 
consideration and be. 
adopted at the next regular 
meeting of Council on May 
16.
T he by-law’s passage will 
permit the developer and 
the Council to negotiate 
and enter into a land-use 
contract fur the property. 
HACM’s tentative
proposals were published 




home of William I 
306 Coal Point 
wax broken initr] 
hefoie 4;30 p.ni, 
I'riday and $35 in easli was 
taken. Sidney UCMI* said 








A thirsty thief broke into 
the Holy Trinity Church at 
tlie corner of West Saanich 
and Mills Cross ' Road 
Sunday evening. Chnrelt 
officials reported that 







A low flying blue colqi cd 
aircraft has been blamed by 
a Central Saimicli resident 
for the death of 12 ehiekens 
asi Thm sday ntuming.
It was reported to police 
lliat, alter the airciall 
‘levved’’ its engine just 
iibove the chicken house, 
the frightened chickens 
crowded themsdves into ilie, 
cot nets of the lunisc and the 
12 were trampled to death 
by the others before the 
owner could reletisc them,
Police, in endeavoring to 
trace tire pilot of the plane, 
were advised by Victoria 
Air Traffic Control that 
little could he done witlioiit 
a registration inimber from 
tlic airctalT involved,




• Atiliihiulle Defmst Cyele
• 20 minute ttilitry timer
• Full 650 wn(I output
• E»»y clean.iicrylk Interior! V
• .7% eiiMf*
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CINDERELLA LOST HER GLASS SLIPPER 
several times last week to the delight of full house 
audiences. The occasion was Saanichton Elementary’s 
:annual spring musical presented for the enjoyment of the 
community and the school.
This year’s production was “Cinderella”, written by 
:Ruth Newton. With the help of two very talented teachers, 
lJudi Aitken and Agnes Grierson, Cinderella became a 
rpusical. Principal Graham Rice directed the cast of 
students from grades three, four, five, six and seven 
through a very entertaining version of the popular 
cfiildren’s story. Judi Aitken directed the music and 
choreography.
Cathy Gilbert in her role as the fairy Godmother had the 
audience counting in unison, eyes closed of course, in 
qrder to bring her magic spells to bear. Even the wicked 
stepmother, portrayed by Elizabeth Waterland, cound not 
prevent Prince Charming (Karen Abbott) from finding the 
(Owner of the glass slipper, Cinderalla, played by Dina 
'Desautels.';
The show was highlighted by a blacklight dance number
by a group of rambunctious mice and a huge pumpkin 
:onjured up by a little stage magic by teacher, Wayne 
Coulson. Helping with the program and costumes were 
Mr. Hugh Taylor, Ms. Judy Wiebe and Mr. Wayne 
Coulson.
Stage properties were kindly lent by Grassroots Theatre 
Corhpany and Peninsula Players.
Thursday a benefit show was given for the patients of 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital. Memories brought with them 
tears, these mingled with laughter as the Prime Minister, 
Glen Backus and his assistant, Danny Richardson at­
tempted to fit the glass slipper on members of the 
audience.
All in all, audiences young and old found Saanichton’s 
“Cinderalla” a very entertaining show and are looking 
forward to next spring’s production already.
Shown in the picture enclosed from left to right are 
Laurel Townsend, Elizabeth Waterland, Karen Abbott, 
Dina Desautels, Cathy Gilbert, Katy Putter and Judi 
Dench. (Photo by Wayne Coulson)
1976CAPRICE CLASSIC
FOUR DOOR HARnrOP 
Most Chev options, air conditioning. cnii:» n.nmrcL 
tilt wheel, power seat, power tninlt:. po'ver •vindcwT 
and much, much more. Oniy S ,6C<)‘rr.;itf;.
New $9,600.00 .'tow 56,595.00
ait^RORTS L.TO.
9756-3rd. St., Sidney 656'724I
MDL ^0I624.A
School Building Fund Drive Announced
rule .uiimUi.ng: 
Gitimnrhtte- Mornotk
IHousit: 5chr;i;i: mTOouucreini 
iitentnacnuii-aar’; oOin:: iimi'i-
H0UCIVU7 niuiirman; ov' ntt; f
cninmureiri;! r
D'lrin, anU leriiurn i!
(snoratorks 
Gcia: an ' an, 
nitw -bower 
:i'nn faciliiies. 







c;;in;s,a::;oc .t* intrtoik'. 
Hou.ie f-icdbL;’! fcai; been; 
LsnacTwav ror •jcr.'e'rn.oritb'i 
and i,i e:xpecT..ed *0 be' 
complete by June, 19“, .a,- 
' w'eil as major renovajioas 
and repairs the new 





ha;;, been; entimated at 
.5‘G0b:i:ib inciuckg, 550,000 
5tc majttr r:;i;c'-a'rion:! and 
5.1:;,000 ior epuipmerit and 
'fStg.;, tr,e ,'ncrea.'.e in 
'tnriVdttent made ponr-ibie by 
the ;te‘v ■ raoiiitie;' '(a 
r;:a.rim;;m o: 3C0, pupils) 
■'•'lU fund .ipproitimateiy 
SlCOy.ooi) -in.-p 5,50.fXO ha„s 
been rec.ehed fro.m 
doaation.s and capita! funds 
on hand.
The appeal to help fai,se
Biliepeace Fights 
Kitimat
the remaining $300,000 is 
being launched to seek the 
financial support of all 
parents, oM girls and 
friends of Norfolk House.
Funds will also be raised 
by a school garden/garage 
sale on .April 16 and a 
buffet-dance on April 29 at 
the University of Victoria.
Violet Club 
News
The Victoria African 
Violet Club is holding their 
annual show, Tea and Sale 
of plants, Saturday, May 
14th from 10:00 a.m. to 




residents are working 
with the recently- 
formed Victoria group 
Bluepeace against the 
construction of an oil 
tanker terminal at 
Kitimat on the. nor­
thern B.C. coast.
The 79 square miles 
of the three peninsula 
municipalities are 
enclosed by 42 miles of 
shoreline, with a high 
percentage of oc­
cupations related to 
tourism and pleasure 
boating, Bluepeace 
president A.G. Coning 
sees the peninsula as 
providing a centre for 
water recreation, with 
a big stake in boat­
building and trading.
There is a net flow of 
water from the northern 
B.C. coast, down through 
the Queen Charlotte Strait 
and the Strait of Georgia 
into the Strait of Juan de 
Fuca. Coning believes it 
creates a sluicing effect on 
the whole of the B.C.
■ coastal area.
Bluepeace is also pressing 
for tough environmental 
“laws governing the tran­
sportation and refining of 
oil on the B.C. coast, and 
for Canadian control over 
all ships coming into 
Canadian waters. They 
have based their opposition 
to the building of the port 
on a variety of factors.
A mixture of U.S. and 
‘flags of convenience’ ships 
. would use a port at Kitimat. 
The latter are generally old 
with outdated safety 
standards and limited 
navigational aids, run by 
inadequately trained
personnel.
The long narrow channel 
south of Kitimat is 60 miles 
wide, but only a narrow 
strip 3 miles wide is
navigable by large tankers. 
Underwater hazards are 
unknown. Wind in the area 
can reach 80 or 100 miles an 
hour, and snow can hamper 
their radar systems, where 
they exist. There is frequent 
bad fog in winter, and two 
110-degree turns in the 
channel.
A meeting was organized 
by the Canadian Society of 
Environmental Biologists at 
UVic on April 28 , chaired 
by Bristol Foster.
David Anderson, who is 
now consultant to the 
Canadian Wildlife
Federation, and Dr. Bill 
Ross, a geographer at UVic, 
met with Mr. Jack Cressy, 
Vice-President and Project 
Manager of Kitimat Oil 
Pipeline Ltd., and Dr. D. 
Gordon, consultant with 
S.S. Slaney of Vancouver, 
who did the impact
statement for the marine 
part of the pipeline
proposal.
Dr. Gordon approached 
his biological studies by 
questioning whether there 
would be anything lost that
money and time can’t 
replace. He said there has 
been no experience with an 
oil spill in B.C., and 
commented several times on 
the spill in Santa Parbara, 
where there is no difference 
now in the ‘natural 
population dynamics’ five 
or six years after the spill 
than before.
Anderson proposed that 
Canada reinstate its supply 
of oil to northern states of 
the U.S., whose urgent need 
of oil has precipitated the 
rush to build the Kitimat 
port. Canadian flow of oil 
to the northern U.S. has 
been reduced to a quarter of 
what it was in recent years.
It’s the framing that 
makes the difference.










Imported Foods Fresh Meat
OPEN <>-9 7 DAYS A WEEK
Under new management
COLLIMS MARKET
AMITY DRIVE & PAT BA YHWY.
GRAND OPENING
Parkers Home Furnishing 
(1977) Ltd.
MAY 9th
Commercial & Residential Draperies. 
Upholsteiy, Slipcovers, Eiderdowns, 
Recovered & Custom k/lade. Dry Goods.
20% off all diapaiy materials
"r™ 50% off
Sale ends 20fh May
9803 - 3rd. St., Sidney
FOR YOU—A NEW
“An udveiiltire in coniiniinity friendship’’
KNOW WHAT’S HAPPENING
Sc!um6 dales? Who meets? VvTiose Birihday- 
Aniiivcrsary? The meetings and social function.s of 
all our local organizations will be printed on the 
dales they will be held. Special School, Church and 
C'omrnuniiy events will he listed on the calendar. 
Everyone in Sidney and North Saanich may have 
their nanie.s printed on the date on which (hcii birth- 
Tlay or anniversary occurs.
A EOT 01 FUN nm EVERYONE 
sponsored by the
Siditeyt*!( Peitinsnla KiwanisChih 
rhere will be adverlisetnents of our local business 
l inns (sii the calendar. Many ofUiern will be offering 
(111 IS and DISCOUNTS to people whose names 
apiK’itt ()h the calendar. Yon'II gel the price of your 
calend!ir back many times over, Fill in lltc form 
below and remrn (0 the Sidney & Peninsula Kiwanis 
CUib, lUvs 2121, Sidney, B.C. with your payment. 
Cnlendars will rtm from September 77 to September 
78, l or more information contact Grant Hallard, 
6.56 72.41,656-2937,
: Ciilendar $,3.tK) per family, maximum 6 listings.i 
Additional listings 25 cenlscaclt.:
Siihscribers Name





Get a Vj lb lx)x of Black Magic Chocolates 
FREE when you ()urc:has(T a Bucket,
Barrel or a Family Pack of Hannigans 
FrkNtJ Chicken.
('live* Mom a br<‘ak on Mother's Day this 
Sunday (Mity B) Treat li(*r and the family 
to delicious! lannigan.s 
liied CTiicken
Tr,' o\h'x t.vTv tti.'iTC, on
Hannigans Mr'nu such ass 
D lIurKm DFiftwh Fries 











Every FRIDAY & SATURDAY Night
Starting MAY 6
9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Your host will be, not iust a disc iockey 
... but one of Denny’s best!
JOHN RALPHS, better known as 
RICHIE CUNNINGHAM, 
specialirtng in Sounds of the ’50’s!
DENNY’S CANNED MUSIC 
does not play Acid Rock,
(F YOU CAN REMEMBER THE 'SO's 
You'll Love fONZIE'S PLACEII
JOHN (Cunningham) RALPHS
P.S. ■ WE ALSO PLAY TODAY'S TOP 40
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Anglers Angles 'Sidney Softball Opens Season
Fishing was very 
good again all week in 
Brentwood Bay and 
Saanich Inlet. Local 
anglers boated many 
large fish, and wives 
and friends of 
fishermen were not 
backward in bringing 
in many good sized 
slamon on lures of 
strip, “Krippled K” 
spoons, hootchies and 
plugs.
Highlight of the 
week was on Friday 
evening when 14 year 
old Howie Randall of 
7024 Hagan Toad, 
Br net wood, boated a 
154'/2 lb. Spring off 
the Red-House. He 
used a 5 inch Atomic 
Plug with 100 feet of 
line and a 6 inch 
planer.
Tod Inlet, Red 




An amendment to the 
subdivision by-law which 
would require a subdivider 
to carry out percolation 
tests to prove sewage 
disposal capablities as well 
as the present proof of 
potable water before 
subdivision can take place, 
was introduced to North 
Saanich Council at their 
regular meeting Monday.
Alderman John Lapham, 
who suggested the 
amendment, said North 
Saanich is “alone in not 
requiring this procedure.”
All the other 
municipalities require it.
North Saanich did at one 
time have such a 
requirement but when the 
subdivision by-law changed 
from ; by-law 73■ to; the 
present by-laW 134 it was 
dropped.
Aid. George Westwood 
pointed out eyen if a perc 
test proves adequate sewage 
disposal is possible before 
subdivision, the heavy 
equipment used in edn- 
striiction may pack the soil 
and another perc test would 
not show adcquaiae sewage 
disposal.
Westwood, who is also a 
regional board director, 
said the Capital Regional 
Board is presently looking 
at septic tank problems and 
may soon be coming up 
witli some recom 
' mendations that would be 
useful to the municipality. 
He suggested council hold 
final approval on the 
amendment to see what the 
CRD will do.
C’ouncil gave the 
amendment first, second 





r i.ociil school board 




Mippoited the association’s 
ptoicM itbout public funds 
Ix'ing used to , support 
)uivate scliools,
■ ‘rhe protest Maitxl public 
fluids should ;only be; tisicd 
to support etiiicaiion which; 
comes under llie ad- 
ininistratiotr of-publically 
elected officials. 'fhe 
association also reqticsted 




Sidney RCMI* teporied 
'thm it maioon 10-speed 
i’Apt'llo bicvele was stolen 
cititer Saturday night or 
^Sunday from the home of 
iWayrie Parkin, 2284 Adda 
.Tlavs. , ,
were the hot spots 
until Saturday when 
anglers in Finlayson 
Arm from McKenzie 
Bay south had their 
field day. Many boats 
had four to five 
salmon up to 15 lbs. 
Average weights were 
around 4 to 6 lbs.
In fishing for 
salmon do not be 
afraid to use a good 
strong leader. More 
than one good sized 
salmon was lost this 
week with the strip 
head having been 





.M the amuial Save the 
Children tea, April 27, the 
following won in the 
tombola: Mrs. J. James, 
Mrs. A. Williams, Mrs. A. 
•Anderson, Miss J. Christie, 
Mrs. Truman Green, Mrs. 
Edith Easton, Mrs. R.N. 
Dobson, Mrs. R. Thomas, 
Mrs. D. Bliss, Mrs. P. 
Pearce.
From sale of the raffle 
ickcls $250.49 was raised 
for the fund. ’
The six teams involved in 
the Sidney’s Men’s Softball 
League all saw action on 
Sunday, May 1st, when the 
league officially opened its 
1977 season.
Sidney alderman, Mrs. 
Eleanor Sowerby. threw the 
opening pitch to “AB’ 
Travis to get the day off to 
what proved to be a banner 
opening day for a league 
which has become well 
known and respected on 
Vancouver Island and one 
which produced the B.C. 
Recreational Champions in 
1976 — Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods. The first game 
between Sidney Hotel and 
Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
went to extra innings before 
Harvey’s scored two runs in 
the top of the eighth to 
emerge winners by a .seore 
of 9 to 7.
In the second game 
“Seaboard” continued to 
prove they once again have 
the big bats as Don 
Frampton, Bob Loughced 
and Doug Boden powered 
balls out of the park. 
Airport “Travelodge” 
however had control of the 
game until the seventh 
inning when a long fly ball 
to the centre field fence was 
mishandled and this gave 
“Seaboard” the win by an 8 
- 5 score. “Al” Stewart 
who pitched six innings for
“Travelodge” also had a 
home run to this credit and 
deserved a win for his 
effort.
The night game between 
“Koa” and “Tsawout” 
introduced an entirely new 
team in the familiar Koa 
uniform and these 
youngsters indicated they 
have an abundance of 
desire as welt as a balanced 
team effort which will 
produce lots of opposition 
to the more established 
teams in the league.
“Tsawout” are players
made up of last year’s 
Victoria chiefs and Koa and 
although defeated in their 
opening game, have many 
players on their roster who 
are familiar to local fans 
and can be counted on to 
make the name “Tsawout” 
one to be reckoned with 
before the league is too far 
advanced. Games at the 
Sidney softball park are 
played every evening al 6:30 
p.m. except Saturday — 
come and enjoy the sport of 





of Beautiful Flowers 
or a Potted 
Blooming Plant
®Hanging Baskets 
®Bedding Plants ®Garden Supplies
Wire Service
rentwood Florist & 
Garden Shop
7111 W. Saanich Rd. 652-2131




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICES EFEECfIVI: THURS., FRI., SAT. & SUN., iMY 5, &,7&8
Cooked Ham




Chuck Steak Cooked Meats
GR. "A’
MAPLE LEAF 
Chicken Loaf, etc. 6 oz.tmr
At its regular business meeting on Monday, 
May 2, Central Saanich Council gave three 
reading to By-Law 506, the Annual Budget 
7for:l977.:





Mu nicipal Financing 
Hospital District ^ ^
Assessment Authority
Open Tuesday to Sunday
;Total,/-'
Expected Revenues in the 
are:
Real Property taxes 
Own sources f 
Sale of services 




School, Hosp, & CRD taxes 
Total
purposes is set










353,150 - 18% 
10,000- 
376,100- 19%
1,359,568 - omit 
$3,343,088
Smorgasbord Lunch
Smorgasbord Dinner Wed. Evening Only 
Any cOther Day, A^L^^^
Phone Early for Reservations
NEW
ZEALAND










® Baron of Beef lb.








Recreaiion & Cultural Serv. 
luscal Services
School Board, Hsop, & CRD 
Coniiugcney 
Total
Less School, eic. 1,983,520 -100%
The Water Utility and Sewer Enterprises 
arc cacli separate accounts that total $431,5(K) 
aiKr$422,800, respectively,
The IVlill Kate is up 3% from 1976 and 48% 
from, 1972,; a big jump of 30% occurring in
'1974/75.:, , , T ■ '
202.000-10%
447,540 - 23%) 
438,300-22%) 























Natural Sauce 14 oz.
FOR SERVICE & QUALITY 









ROYAL CITY CUT 14 oz. McCAIN
LUCKY
WHIP
MIX Juice minute MAID Slieets 24's
Opi'ii Diiily HKMI ii.m. 4 oz. Frozen 12 oz.
GOOD HOST 1 lb. 8 oz.
89":
FRENCH'S Pure Ground 8 oz. UNIVERSAL 7% oz,,,,,
Tomato Sauce
HUNT'S VhM, CAMPBELL’S 10 oz. McCAIN 8 oz.
lApinicnccd Siudcnls 
will paint .
Int / Exterior 
hou^(^s, Offices, 
Apts,, Anuirine
Fiec listimales ,, 
HciiMinable Hales
6564190 4.LV4H2S
It'i, one o( the things that moke?. q Wordwood home uniquo,
— floors, wails, roof trusses"'baing procisionx,rafted / 
from ifio fmesf mnleriofs in our factoiy, They arc then 
delivered to your ‘lite, wfiere you fmvrhnorr lo nrssiriblu 
them ynurnolf do nomn ond fontrort llu* out r*r'lf*nv«* 
it all to us. If, |U6t depends on how much rnoncy vau; 
word to save. _ ■' /
And tfiot';, another tiling Ihot rnakus q Westwood 
unique, f or more on tiro Westwood System, send us tire 
compioied coupon, o' contact !ti« Westwood deoler , 
in yourureo.'',
. . I UU. eui.tu:»u.y in ,w (wi yv\i\ lui nuuu wv
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An ordinary postage stamp is a commonplace 
object. We pick it, lick it, stick it, and forget it. 
But the picture on the stamp has more 
significance than some would think.
Canada Post Office has always had what is 
called a definite stamp, in use for general letter 
postage and currently of 12-cents value. It is the 
utility stamp, sold over the post office counter, 
in vending machines, and in lOO-stamp rolls for 
commercial use. It has invariably pictured the 
Queen’s head in cameo.
But now, for the first time, there are to be two 
basic first-class postage stamps. A new issue 
bearing a picture of the Parliament Buildings, 
and a second definitive stamp with the Queen’s 
[ head. However, only the former will beavailabl 
in vending machines and rolls. In effect, 
iherefore, the Parliament stamp will be the 
primary issue.
;■ Whatever the motive dictating this particular 
bolicy, the matter demands some speculation 
and comment, especially because Postmaster- 
;3eneral .lean-Jacques Blais has announced that 
;:he change has been made in the interest of 
1‘national unity.”
i It has been remarked time and again that the 
present administration loses no opportunity to 
Jhrust the crown further into the background of 
^Canadian affairs. There have been many such 
Instances in recent years. On the surface the 
phanges may have seemed small enough, but 
Jhey have a culmulative effect.
I There are those in office at Ottawa, and on 
|he permanent establishment, who are anti- 
monarchist in sentiment, and who imagine that 
l^radual wearing away of traditional values and 
^stoms may be practiced without notice or 
^trotest. It is time to emphasise that the 

















Earle R. of Sidney, B.C. 
peacefully at Rest Haven 
Hospital on April 21, 1977 
in his 84th year. Survived 
by his wife Mamie, three 
daughters, Mrs. P.A. 
Tredgett, (Pat) Mrs. Valerie 
Sanders, both of Sidney, 
B.C. and Mrs. K. Greff 
(Margaret) W. Virginia; 11 
grandchildren and two 
great-grandchildren; also a 
sister, Mrs. F. Farley 
(Eleanor) Sidney, B.C., two 
brothers, Ralph Hoover of 
Lacombe, Alta; and 
Worthy Hoover, Sidney, 
B.C. Nephews and nieces. 
He was a member of Sidney 
O.A.P., Sidney Silver 
Threads; and Sidney 
Screnaders. Funeral service 
was held on April 25, at 
2:00 p.m., in St. Paul’s 
United Church, Sidney, 
B.C. Rev. R.H. Pratt, 
officiating.
COTTON
In Victoria, B.C. on 
April 28th, 1977, Mr.
Harold Cotton, age 85 
years. Born in Manchester, 
England, and had been a 
resident of Central Saanich, 
B.C., for the past 32 years, 
late residence, 1106 
Marchani Road.
Predeceased by his wife, 
Edna. He leaves his sisters, 
Rhoda and May, Man­
chester, England, and 
brother, Sidney, York, 
England. Private
cremation Arrangements 
by Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C.
Services
Anglican Church of Canada
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH




Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH











Rev. Ivan Putter 
652-2812
Sunday, May 8, 1977 
EASTER IV
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Pi To a vast number of Canadian citizens the
^rown is the paramount symbol of national
ftnity, while parliament'is the instrument of- 
Authority. This is according to our Constitution, 
flighting the influence of the crown can serve 
inly to widen tlie path of disunity.
In this, the Queen’s Silver Jubilee year, it is 
loor and petty policy to make arbitrary and 
iresumptious changes that can cause resent- 
nent. Unity cannot be achieved by dividing the 
Population into rival camps of Cavaliers and 
loundheads. The postage stamp issue is but 
[jiother example of the arrant psychological 
imbiguity emanating from Ottawa in its anxiety 
0 combat separatism.
Child Safety IVeek —-May 1 to 7
Child safely is a major commitment of 
parents, teachers and supervisors of leisure 
activities across Canada. Two thousand children 
■'nider the age of fifteen will die needlessly this 
/ear in Canada as a result of accidents. 
’giXhousands more will be severly injured. Those 
;eft with permanent disabilities must bear the 
'ragic consequences as long as they live, along 
[ vith their families.
The Canada Safety Council sponsors Child 
liafety Week during the first week of May to 
emind us of the need to instruct and protect 
’oung people. If youngsters are to remain 
lealthy and active, they must be made aware of 
;>otential hazards in the environment, whether at 
^lome, at school, dr at play in the community 
' vhere they feel secure.
; Safety depends upon children learning to be 
: onstantly careful and alert to avoid repeated 
hallenges to race on bicycles in city streets, to
live into unknown water or to scale the fence
hat surrounds a construction site. There are 
lany perils. Foretaught — and with 
orcthought Canadian children will remain 
afe and happy. I hope that Child Safety Week 
vill encourage people of all ages to take care and 
VC. Marc La fond e
Cruest Editorial
A great deal is being said about misleading 
idvertising and the need for the public to be
: Ti'otcctcd from such unscrupulous practices.
J; As is so often the case, one of the main groups 
* loing the most talking is one of the worst of- 
f *enders for misleading the people and that group 
I s tnade up of politicians.
< Whni a ptdiiician or political party says vvill 
f>e done is seldom accomplished, let alone at- 
! empted. The use of skilfully worded sentences, 
f Aften incomplete but providing a distinct im- 
t jiression in the mind of the listener or reader, is a 1 oiu on iiic
lonimon tool used to mislead the ekvtornte. ........
Editor,
The Review, Sir:
.Regarding Doctor Alec 
Moffoot’s letter in last 
week’s Review where he 
expressed his opposition to 
the proposed complex next 
to the Waddling Dog Inn I 
must say I agree %vith him.
If the people are so old that 
they require a swimming 
pool to go with such a 
facility 1 say let them swim 
in a bathtub.
Secondly: if they have 
not got enough money to 
pay full rent and must be 
subsidized by the rate payer 
they will not have enough 
money to buy swimming 
suits.
Thirdly: they will not 
have sufficeint money to 
buy tennis racquets, tennis 
balls and tennis uniforms.
Fourth: with no swim­
ming pool and no tennis 
court there will be less 
property for the sick 
hoodlum vbandals to 








1 have just received my 
Review and read the letter 
by Mrs. Jacobs. As another 
parent, but no longer a 
resident of Sidney, 1, like 
Mrs. Jacobs, cannot un­
derstand the thinking of 
Sidney Couticil. They 
scream atid yell about 
young people — teenagers 
mainly, being on the streets 
with nothing to do and 
creating mischief and yet 
wheti a group of youtig 
people have initiative 
enough to form a group like 
S,T,.‘\.Ci. and do so many 
wonhwltile things for their 
town and people, they get 
chopped off by their seniors 
in office,
You don’t hesitate to 
spend thousands on a 
monument that docs no ony 
any real good and yet refuse 
to help kids who are trying 
to help themselves to 
become good and useful 
citizens, Where is your 
thinking?
I have watched you buck 
S.T..\.Ci, on many oc 
casions and cannot un 
dersiand your thinking or 
object,
Come on, Parents — get 
behind your children and 
blast Sidney Council for 
being so blind, narrow 
minded and short sighted, 
Sidney is a.sking for all it 
gets if they put this group of
think the members of 
S.T.A.G. should have 
received Laurels instead of 
ceiisure for the excellent job 
they have accomplished in 
working with the com­
munity.
The Council must be 
assuming that the new 
Recreation Complex is 
going to solve all our youth 
problems. How soon we 
forget the explosive 
situation that presented 
itself in Sidney a few 
Halloween’s back!
With many youngsters 
the will is strong but the 
parental support is lacking. 
A good part of the teenager 
populace will have passed 
the age where recreation 
programs would be of 
benefit to them. To many 
youngsters S.T.A.G. is a 
place to go — to find much 
needed , support and 
companionship, 1 sincerely 
hope the council will take a 
second look at the teen-age 
situation is Sidney and 
reconsider their grant.
Yours truly, 





1 was pleased to read 
about young Billy Harris' 
performance on Saturday in 
your article “Hat Trick", 
in this week’s Review. 
Unfortunately, the three 
goal evening enjoyed by 
Harris does not represent a 
true “Hat Trick” a.s you 
luue .stilted on page four of 
tlie Review. At 12:14 of the 
first period, Peter 
Mahovlicli of the 
Canadiens scored to tie the 
game at one. Forty-isvo 
seconds later Harris scored 
his second goal, so 
Mahovlich foiled Harris' 
attempt for a tru “Hat- 
Trick."
Yoin: mistake was one 
probably made by millions 
of hockey fans, ,‘\s 
Nlahovlich is not enjoying a 
banner season, it seems 
almost unbelievable when 
lie does manage to .score, 
Therefore, subconciously, 
millions of people excused 
thi.s LVcurencc from their 
minds, thinking this goal 
impossible, as it was scored 
by Mahovlich, who never 
scores, A purely human 





} Telling only that part of the story which will
ficnclli the teller, but omitting any pan which 
I voukl detract from winning support is another 
yjoy used effectively by politicians.
No political paii> is witliout blame. NVclmvc 
^^et to meet a politician who is not guilty, to 
ojne degree of discrediting himself by sup- 
jorting or attempting to justify an error or 
vrongdoing committed by his collettgucs.
I. .,0 r*\ ft.,, s
streets





I wish to join the many 
supfsiirters of S.T.A.G. in 
registering my surprise with 
the recent devision taken by 
the Town Council to cut off 
their much needed fund*. I
Editor.
The Review, Sir:
,'\l ou! ulsi Sv’nuwi'i Boutd 
meeting Trustee .Yrmsirong 
expressed genuine concern 
with the increase in the 
Sctusol District Budget, He 
stated that the major cause 
of the increase was due to 
piipit-teacher ratio. He is 
partly correct but he h.w not 
as yet come up with con­
crete proposals on just how 
to handle the problem in the 
smaller schcH'ls. especially 
in the southern pan of the
district (Mr. Armstrong’s 
area) — it is very difficult 
problem to handle because 
closing some of the smaller 
schools and wholesale 
moving of students can 
have very adverse effects on 
learning conditions — with 
considerable additional
Transportation costs.
However, if any concrete 
results are to be made on 
budgeting more
economically, in addition to 
making decisions on pupil- 
teacher ratio, we must also 
review the number of 
subjects taught. In my 
opinion this is one of the 
major problems — it seems 
easy to justify teaching 
everything from basket 
weaving to mountain 
climbing. I would hate to 
see any less emphasis on our 
excellent music, drama and 
vocational subjects but we 
have to start cutting in some 
areas.
Finally, a problem in all 
Federal, Municipal,
Provincial ,f and School 
Board financing. It is my 
opinion — in fact it is my 
conviction that salary 
bargaining and cost of 
living increases (even 
pensions) calculated on 
percentage basis will very 
soon bring financial 
disaster. Such calculations 
are not only unjust but 
exceed! ngl y in f la t iona ry.
When will we ever bring 
sense to the bargaining 







Thank you for describing 
the research being done at 
the .\gricuUure Canada 
Re.search Station, Sidney, 
in the articles published 
between 9 I'cbruary iiiul 30 
March.
Because of recent con­
cern over reduction in 
onmamental re.seaivh at 
Sidney I thought your 
readers might be interested 
in wliat is actually hap­
pening. In 1965, a Post 
Entry Plant Quarantine 
Sitation was established at 
the Sidney Research Station 
to carefully examine for 
virus disc.vscs all woody 
pl.int material entering 
Canada. The article in your 
March 16 edition explains 
the need for such a national 
service .ind why Sidney was 
chosen, hi the past tweh'c 
years problems have arisen 
with propagating virus free 
plant material, Therefore 
an evpcrieiKc.!ricienuM ’.'.as 
moved 10 the Rese.arch 
Station to study vegetative 
propagation of woovly 
plant.s. His findtng.s will 
be of real value to the 
ornamental industry, 
Universities and private 
industry have urged the 
Government of C.an.iida to 
suppott their icscarch. .As a 
consequence we have an 
active policy vvhich en­
courages my R<sc.irch
Branch to contract as much 
of its new research as 
possible. Although the 
amount of research done by 
the Branch has not been 
reduced, any new research 
which cannot be contracted 
has had to be supported at 
the expense of current 
programs.
Your readers will be 
interested to know that the 
Research Branch spends 
realatively more of its
resources in British
Columbia than British
Columbia produces in farm 
income. The reason for this 
discrepancy is because
British Columbia has such a 
wide variety of climates and 
agricultural enterprises. 
We cannot fun her increase 
without serious reductions
elsewhere in Canada under 
our present policy of 
restraint.
Finally, I am pleased to 
say that a new director is 
actively being sought. Mr. 
Andison retired last 
December and Mr. 
Adamson, the acting 
director, will retire in 
August. One of the first 
responsibilities of the new 
director will be to decide the 




: Minister of Agriculture 
Editor, ,
The Review, Sir: 
j TWould like this op­
portunity to clarify, once 
and for all some of the
Continued on Page 5
Peace Lutheran Ladies’
GARAGE SALE
also Plants, Bulbs, Cuttings, 
House Plants, etc.
SATURDAY, MAY 7, 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
2075 WEILER AVENUE
(East of the highway)
COME AND HEAR
"The Plan of the Ages in Prophecy"|
(prophetic studies on tlie book of REVEL.ATION) 
Speaker; .Mr. Bill Kerb)
Tues., May 3 thru Sun., May 8 - 7:30 P.M.
liethel Fellowship Baptist Church
.■’.35.'' Beacon ,Ave,, Sidney
SIDNEY COLOUR PHOTO FINISH
I’KOCESSlNti RET I RNED NEXT DAY
6$6‘$443 2439 Beacon A vc.
Wt*TMt«*LIVWAIiy FOUTHtWriK INDING AFIIl J4 1*77 
Vkloflo Inlamnllonal Alfpofi
Temp«ui1ui«s 
Ma.imum (Apr 24) 













Rat. Mb. . (Apf, 30 ^ 561 
Maevt Minimum 






' 1 7'C 
V.O'C 
340,5mni
V6i(*ft!l,'5a,,;al Ipr waaV and.ng 
Arxil24,19;7
Mu*, Tamp, tApf, 24 ) 30*C
Mm, Iu*np, tApr. 19) 3*C
pn g.'us* (Apr. 19) ■4»C
PratiP'iailon 0.5mm
lotolloryaor 353,0mm
Sunthi!** ■ , 35 (!hn.
THE TIDE GUIDE







10364 McDonald Park Rd. 
Pastors - Chas. Barker 
and Randy Barnetson 
Phone 656-2545 
May 8,1977
10:30 a.m. Special 
combined Mother’s Day 
Service with Sunday 
School and Church. 
“Mother, Home and 
Marriage”
7:00 p.m. “The 
Triumph of an Outcast’’ 
Pastor Gilbert Rowland
10:00 a.m. Morning 




3rd Street, Sidney 
2 Blocks S. of Beacon
.newaridtikDd •«iilandpcww*
H.lTOHUH.'kkUUL.K
Thu. 5 CW35 10.7 1155 ,,5 1955 10,9
Eri. 6 ?.3 10.3 1245 <■, 2040 11,1
Sal, ■’ 01 fO fy 5 (X-! 5 9.'* 1335 2140 U.l
Sun. 8 0325 M 0710 9,0 14,20 1,7 2225 11,0
Msm. 9 C*445. 7.4 mo k,,2 1525 2.7 2320 10,9
Tues, 10 «>05 6.6 m(y. 7,6 IkS) 3,7
Wed, n lX)10 10,- 0705 1155 7.5 1735 4,8
United Church 
of Canada
8:00 a.m. Holy 
Communion 
11:15 a.m. Morning 




Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office 656-1930
ST. PAUL S 
Sidney
U:CX)a.m. Service Worship












7180 East Soanich Rd.
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 




Newcomers and visitors 
are welcome at both our 
churches.
Rector





Parish Church of 
Brentwood Bay






The Plan of the Ages in 
Prophecy with Bill 
Kerby, Enderby, B.C.
Rector
Rev. Wm. Dobson 
652-3860




7:30 p.m. each evening
11 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Sunday, May 8

























1 l:lX) a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME 







9830 - 5tii Street 
SUNDAY
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s 
Supper






7:30 p.m. Prayer ct
Bible Snuly 
Jesus said “I am the 
I.iglitofriic Work!"
Your ils (ommunlry Chaoali. 
Indtpondont Fomlly Ownsd ond 
Conit'olUd, lond^ ilnt* 1913,
Saanich Peninsula 
Catholic Parish
Our lady Of The 
Assumption
7726 VV, Saanich Road




100.30Thlnl St.. Sidney 










Spectaliling tn shipping or 





Sftr-vin,) Vaiitouv»i incina 
Cctll Ci'vlUtr
* DIVISION Of LAND! 








Blhkf Study & Prayer
dney Foursquare Gospel Church
9925 FIFTH ST., Sidney, B.C. 
Pft.stor .Monty F. .Moore 
:,AMteT Lei Warriner 
Phone 6.%-354.T
9:45 a.m,
11:00 a.m. (Niirs.erv care prsn ided) 
7:00 p.m.
7;30 p.m, Tuesd.ty 






in the time 









9773 - 5th St.
^. 
riBRICGS>STK*nOHjl
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Continued from Page 4 ■
^sconceptions regarding 
S.T.A.G. funds and grants.
: 1. It is a fact that grants 
^ designed to create 
i^mployment, not
iaecessarily meet other 
program requirements. 
Quote: L.I.P. “guide to 
Applicants”. “To be 
eligible projects must create 
new jobs in areas of high 
unemployment, provide a 
worthwhile facility or 
service to the community, 
have the support of the 
local community, not 
duplicate existing .services, 
have adequate financing for 
!any costs over and above
WHEREAS the family is the basic unit upon 
which the well being of our society depends; 
and
WHEREAS the family exists in a variety of 
forms; and
WHEREAS family life is undergoing con­
siderable stress in adapting to the changing 
material and moral circumstances of modern 
living; and
WHEREAS members of families can do much 
to improve the quality of family living and 
thereby give strength to the community as a 
whole by emphasising the role of the family; 
and
WHEREAS in recognition the MAYOR and 
COUNCIL of the DISTRICT 
MUNICIPALITY OF NORTH SAANICH 
deems it expedient to issue a Proclamation 
appointing the month of May, 1977, as Family 
Month in the District of North Saanich;
A PROCLAMATION is hereby issued 
declaring the month of May, 1977, as 
FAMILY MONTH IN THE DISTRICT OF 
NORTH SAANICH.
SPECIAL MOTHERS’ DAY 
SMORGASBORD
4 p.m. to 8 p.m.,
' Sundciy, May 8 
Featuring: ®Hip of Beef
®Cold Salmon ®Barbeque Spareribs 
®Assortment of Cold Salad & Meat Plate 
ADULTS *8''Children *5“ 
Reservations Advised 
Happy Mothers' Day from 
the Staff & Management.
il
44)80 KIk l.ake Drive, Vlcuiriu, B.C.




demonstrate that they will 
be completed within the 
programitive frame.”
Lang, who was our L.I.P. 
project officer, is ignorant 
'of these guidelines, 1 
further can’t believe that 
Aid. Sowerby and Mayor 
,Dick Leigh are ignorant as 
iwell, since they have sat on 
the L.I.P. board who 
^approved both our grants.
2. S.T.A.G.’s financial 
books have always been 
available to council and 
anyone in the community 
who wishes to question 
them. Our treasurer 
laboriously prepares a 
detailed and itemized 
statement every month, and 
copies are sent to council. 
Then how can Aid. Ethicr 
state that there has never 
Ibeen any knowledge of 
S.T.A.G. finances.
3. All grant monies are 
deposited in town hall and 
arc administered by them. 
They have statements and 
access to all information 
pertaining to the grants at 
their fingertips.
4. S.T.A.G.’s largest 
expense, besides salaries is 
rent. For the year 1977 — 
$3,900 has been budgeted 
for the clubhouse facility 
alone. Breakdown; 25 
hrs/wk. at $3 an hour for 
52 weeks. That is not 
counting the rent for 
Sanscha Hall which is $60 
per dance.
5. When you apply for a
grant such as L.I.P., 
Secretary of state, Canada 
Works, or Young Canada 
Works — the government 
specifies how many workers 
you can hire. On a L.l .P. 
grant the more workers you 
hire the more spending 
money you get, e.g.$35 per 
man week. It is to the 
advantage of the 
programme to hire 3 or 4 
workers because it means 
you can have a better and 
more expanded
programme.
With the extra manpower 
it allows us to keep the 
clubhouse facility open, 
while simultaneously
running a gym programme 
at the school or an outing at 
Victoria.
Under Young Canada 
works, you are not eligible 
for money unless you hire 
a minimum of 3 workers 
The same applies to the 
Secretary of State grants. 
Under the Canada Works 
you may apply only if you 
guarantee employment for 
5 workers.
6. Monday night council 
said continually that they 
were not singling out 
S.T.A.G., which is not 
true, since every other 




(a) Senior Citizens — 
$12,000 for operational 
costs;
(b) Tourist Information 
— $3,000;
(c) Museum — $2,000’
(d) “General” — $2,000 
(whatever that means).
I am pleased that these 
were approved but 
dismayed that the S.T.A.G. 
grant was singled out.
7. They stressed over and 
over that they were not 
judging the value to the 
community of S.T.A.G. 
but were not funding it 
because quote “it was a 
recreation budget year,” 
and they didn’t have the 
money, quote “It was harsh 
to have to do it” but 
somebody must suffer” — 
and in the same breath 
created a $5,000 grant fund 
with no predetermined 
distribution, except that 
S.T.A.G. was not to be 
granted any of the money. 
If that isn’t hypocrisy, 1 
don’t know what is!
8. 1 was embarrased for 
Mrs. Dorothy Gislason and 
Mrs. Susan Langlois who 
after speaking in support 
of the community as an 
area with far fewer youth 
problems than other 
provincial areas had their 
words twisted by Aid. Gib 
Baal, who said that the 
Provincial government was
“Tim Bussey"' wins Knights of Pythias 
Trophy for Parkland School
PENINSULA RECREATION COAAAAISSION
Activities Calendar
All recreation information - 656-7271
- full length Disney cartoon, “Fun & I'ancy 
Donald and Mickey, May 7ih, 1 :(K) - 3;(M)
MOVIE SPECIAL: This week - 
Free” with Goofy. Circus Hear, 
p.m., Sidney School, 5()c.
UOl.LERSKATTNG cancelled tliis week. Enjoy the Arts and Crafts Show at 
Sanscha Hall, May 7th and 8ih.
AR'fS & CRAFTS paiticipaitts in North Saanich will be meeting to discuss 
continuous summer show. Meeting date — May lOth, 10 a.m. at St. .lohn’s, 
West Saanich Road across from Deep Cove .School.
SlDNIiY SCHOOL SPRING FAIR, May .5th, 6:00 - 9:(K) p.m, Bring the 
family for himiburgers, games,, pi izes.
,S.T.A.a NEWS
A very special tliank you to llic Gama lota Beta Sigma Phi soiniity foi itieir 
generous donation,
Wed,, May 4 — Clubhouseopen 6;.30 - 9:3Bp.m. Sidney School Gym, 7:30 
• 9:30 p,m. Everyone welcome.
Thurs., May 5 -•-» Clubhouse open 6:,30 ■ 9:30 p.m. Please note: Kids who 
are assisting with Sidticy Elementary Fun Fair sliould be at the scliool at 3:30 
p.m, for the first .shift and secoful shift at 6;00 p.m,
Fri,, May 6 Clubhouse open 7:(K) • 11:30 p.tn.
Sat., May 7 Clubhouse open 12:(X) noon - 4:(KJ p.m. and 7:00 -11:30 
p.m.
Sttn., May 8 — Cliihhoiisc open 12:00 noon to 4:(K) p.m, and 7:00 « 9:fK) 
p.m,
Mon., May 9 —• Clubhouse open 6;3() - 9:.30 p.m. Seniors floor hockey at 
North Saanich School gym, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Tries,, May 10 — Clubhouse open 6:.10 • 9:30 p.m.
Wed., May 11 C'lubhoiise open 6:30 ■ 9:30 p.m. Sidney School gym 7:30 • 
9:30p.m.
' SPECIAL F.VENTS
1. An till-glrls camping Irip pltinnetl for May 21, 22 umF 2,3, All .sDlThall
learn:, get preference. Fee $?,, Please sign up the ('luhitonre nn<l watch for'
fiirlhcr Informallnn.
2. An ull'Kiiys t umping trip May 21,22,13. Members $2, non-nieinbei^j $3, 
Sign up (ilieel ttt CInblioiise,
3. CJIrl'l sufUtull will be nulltleil by plume regurrling pruelices.
4. All'SIdney Days biilluns will be on sale soon by S.T.A.r*. membeni — 
please support us ami buy ime soon!
5. Dnnce>u*llinn to be held nl lire end of May to raise funds, Kld.s with 
pledge slieels slionid be knocking on your door unyiiine now, iMeuse don’t 
turn them away.
using me and the kids to 
lighten their case load, and 
at community expense 
saving provincial tax 
dollars.
9. At this time 1 would 
like to thank ail the parents 
and kids who supported us 
at council meeting last night 
(all 60 of them!) and all the 
encouraging phone calls 
and letters. It seems we are 
back to “square one” but if 
the kids are willing and the 
parents will help maybe we 
can make it work — 1 
would also like to publicly, 
(something which 1 have 
never done before) thank 
my husband Ross for all the 
continued support and 
efforts on our behalf, it is 
refreshing to know that he 
alone adds a human 
element around the council 
chamber. A special thank 
you to the RCMP., Mental 
Health, School District 63, 
D.H.R., North Saanich 
School, Parkland School, 
Probation Office, Family 
Guidance Association and 
Peninsula Ministerial
Assn., for their letters of 
support. And, last but not 
least, 1 would like to extend 
my gratitude to the North 
Saanich Council for their 
loyal and continued sup­
port.
I remain yours 
in Leisure, 
Camille Martin
Tim Bussey, 15, a student 
of Parkland Secondary 
School, topped Wayne 
Carmichael, Robert Hilts 
and Tarasame Chima, 
members of the Parkland 
School Debating Club and 
contestants, participating at 
the initial elimination of the 
Thirty-second Annual 
Knights of Pythias Public 
Speaking Contest held at 
The Pythian Hall, Fourth 
Street, Sidney, April 19th.
The subject discussed by 
all contestants was: “Can 
we control our environment 
successfully.”
The audience was 
tremendously impressed 
with the calibre of the 
speeches and the judges — 
Leonard Parkin, Rudy 
Jahraus and R. Kenneth 
Stevenson had a difficult 
task reaching a decision.
With the trophy, Tim 
received a bursary for one 
hundred dollars, each other 
contestant received sub­
stantial cash prizes.
Tim is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. V.A. Bussey of 10482 
Jocelyn Place, Sidney, he 
will attend the District of 
Vancouver Island com­
petition at Duncan on May 
13th, and if successful, he 
will participate at the 
Provincial Elimination 
Level at Kamloops on May 
^th and should
he be the winner, then he 
will earnestly prepare 
himself to conquer the 
“One Thousand Dollars 
Scholarship” at the Sec­
tional No. 5 Grand Final on 
July 9th when he will 
compete against winners of 
seven other provinces and 
.states.
BILL'S WINDOW CLEANING SERVICE
Residential « Commercial • Industrial 




Our book change this 
month at the Sidney Branch 
of the Regional Library 
features a number of new 
books on arts and crafts, 
chosen with the Saanich 
Peninsula Arts and Crafts 
Show in mind. Here are a 
few of these outstanding, 
and beautiful books:
Dali, by Salvadore Dali 
(759.6). A new, sumptuous 
reprinting of his 1968 ar­
tistic autobiography which 
one critic described as “the 
quintessence of the Dalian 
artbook.”
The New Basketry, by Ed 
Rossback (746.4). A 
comprehensive 
photographic portfolio of 
work being done today by 
artists using basketry as one 
of the forms for their art 
expres.sion in fibers.
Quilt Design Workbook, 
by Beth Gutcheon (746.46). 
Informally written, well 
illustrated and technically 
expert, this useful manual 
will be welcomed by quilt 
makers and designers.
Early Modem Sculpliirc,
by William Tucker 
(735.22). A young British 
sculptor describes the 
emergence of modern 
sculpture as an independent 
art form, concentrating on 
the works of Rodin, Degas,
, Matisse, Brancuse, Picasso 
andGon/alcz.
Images of Sport In Early 
Canada, by Nancy Dunbar 
(704.949). flic role sport,s 
and other rccrcatioiiHl 
pasiiimes played in the 
•sociitl life of early Canada 
as reflected in the arts and 
crafts of the period; 
illnstriiied with many 
photographs from the 
McCord Museum and other 
collections.
Art on Trial, by I-aiiric 
Adams (702). Six modern 
art trials, covering a wide 





frontation with Ruskin to 
the complicated litigation 
surrounding the estate of 
the artist Mark Rothko in 
the 1970’s.
Canadian Painting in the 
Thirties, by Charles Hill 
(759.11). Such artists as 
A.Y. Jackson, Emily Carr, 
David Milne and Goodridge 
Roberts are discussed in this 
careful, well illustrated 
study of the developments 
in Canadian painting 
duringthe 1930’s.
Popular Arts of Mexico, 
by Kojin i Toneyama. 
(709.72). A celebration of 
Mexican folk art in a 
visually stunning book with 
many, many colour plates 
which depict the craft 
objects themselves with love 
and artistry, and a text 
which treats the artists and 
their customs with affection 
and respect.
BuHmrBmtSmm
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
NOTICE
**Clean-up” Campaign 
Saturday, May 14th, 1977 
Residential Areas Only
Persons wishing to have any household articles 
picked up for disposal should have them placed at 
the roadside by 8 a.m. on the above day. Old 
refrigerators, freezers, etc. must have the lids or 
doors removed. Any old car bodies or parts may be 
removed if the owners make advance arrangements' 





Spring & Summer Dr^es
Regular ’30"“ to ’95"“ 20 % off
4 DAYS ONLY, May 4th to May 7th
SPOONERS lilDIES WEAR
Brentwood Shopping Plaza 652-5612 





















buy or sell 
anytliing
• Penetrates and Seals immediately
• Permanently Flexible • Won't Crack, 
Separate or Ever Dry Out o Stays
whore applied • Won't "run" • Applies easily to 
All Surfaces at Any Temperature 
•Can Bo Painted Over 
Hundrods of applications wherevor wator or 









In Your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store.
Sales In Retail Quantities Only.
BEEF
StaodiEigRibRoasI





S oz. lube 3'Avnilablo it) tubo, cartridoo and ciund or 




quarl oiin 0^^ 
gallon c«n 19^























16 02. loaf ^ for
Ice Cream




48 fl. oz. tin
Apple Sauce
Town House. 14 fl. oz. tin
Tuna Fish





Page 6, THE REVIEW Wednesday, May 4,1977
Editor’s Note: Saanich 
Peninsula Guidance
Association visited Mount 
Newton Junior Secondary 
school April 28 and asked 
indents to comment on the 
dieal family.
The exerci^ is designed 
,o draw attention to family 




The following were 
^elected from a batch of 
lommentaries submitted by 
S^irade eight students.
Mount Newton Grade 8 Students Comment On "The Family"
Wi
togetherness, everything 
shared, and the start of 
each day, a new and happy 




Because May is family 
month, I would like to 
E^resent my views on what 
im ideal family is to me.
C First of all, let us begin 
^ith a firm, but loving 
ather. Each of us, un- 
•onsciously, from birth, has 
H need, not only for food 
^nd shelter, but also 
aliscipline and protection. 
[;?'athers not only tend to our 
jieeds, but represent a 
'^;turdy foundation, on 
vhich to base our lives.
C Mothers are equally 
mportant, for through 
-hem we learn tenderness, 
jmceasing love and com- 
rjiete devotion. They are the 
>armth that generates 
•hroughout the home to 
bind a family together in 
ahity.
As we learn these im­
portant essentials from our 
parents, we become able to 
share and return love, and 
In doing so, feel completely 
secure and contented in our 
jiome.
Laughter is also a very
mportant ingredient in
amily life, it teaches us to 
’^share our joys and events 
gwith our loved ones.
To me, all of these things 
P'epresent an ideal family. A 
rfirm foundation, love, 
jenderness, sorrow, joy and
THE IDEAL FAMILY
My idea of the ideal 
family is a group of people, 
consisting of two parents, a 
mother, father and ^ome 
children, closely related by 
blood or love. The parents 
love their children, but they 
also misunderstand them on 
some occasions. The family 
usually shares a lot of their 
feelings, whether they be 
happy, sad or angry. There 
are some arguments and 
quarrels, but these are 
normally solved through 
united efforts. Even after 
the children have left the 
family home to face the 
world on their own, there is 
still strong bonds of mutual 
respect, assistance and love 
amongst the family 
members.
The ideal parents try to 
be either strict or easy 
going, depending upon the 
circumstances of each 
occasion. They are trying to 
help their children grow 
into mature, sensible 
adults.
The parents permit their 
children to make some 
decisions, but the parents 
make the more important 
ones, because of their 
greater experience and 
wisdom. Gradually, the 
children make more and 
more important decisions, 
as they become increasingly 
more responsible and 
mature.
The children are 
reasonably well-behaved, 
although they occasionally 
misbehave and sometimes 
argue with each other. They 
infrequently do things they 
oughtn’t to do, but these 
offences are not of a serious 
nature. For pride in, respect 
for and love of, the family
restrains all members from 
any serious action which 
might weaken the family — 
the basic unit of our 
society.
The perfect family is a 
group of people who love 
and understand each other. 
The parent or parents 
should respect me and my 
brothers or sisters, should 
not bug me or cause trouble 
for me.
A family is sharing and 
trusting one another, 1 
should. have some 
responsibilities and I should 
be punished when 1 do not 
do your responsibilities.
1 should also be allowed 
to make my own decisions 
most of the time.
1 should be able to talk to 
my parents and they should 
listen to me.
Your family should 
always eat together except 
for lunch when 1 am at 
school. The family should 
eat together for breakfast 
and dinner because it brings 
them together.
AN IDEAL FAMILY
A family is a group of 
persons of common an­
cestry. My idea of an ideal 
family consists of a mother 
and father who are church 
married and two to three 
children who are planned 
for. Basically, the back 
bone of the family rests on 
the mother’s and father’s 
shoulders.
The responsibility or task 
of guiding the lives of their 
children in the path of their 
life is not an easy load to 
carry and we must all try to 
help.
An ideal family does 
things together so that the 
communication avenues 
between parents and 
children remain open. In 
order to have a happy 
family we must all help one 
another.






We Buy And Sell Evei^ttiing
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You 
OPEH EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
IHE BARGAIN HOUSE!
2372 BEACON AVE. 658-3621
FAMILIES
Dear Sidney Review; 1 
am writing thisietter to tell 
you about families.
1. Working: 1. believe in 
a family where the lady 
should be doing housework 
when the men are working 
in the yard.
2. Trust: I think our 
families should have a bit of 
trust.
3. Punishment: I agree 
you need punishment 
sometimes, when you do 
something out of hand.
■ 4. Holidays: I like going 
on holidays with my family 
for a couple of days, but 
five or six days with a 
brother and sister is enough 
to kill me.
5. But as much as w;; 
fight with each other, I still 







We Reserve the riglil lo limit Omintilies
1 FRESH SMALL $ 1 HQ
SPARE RIBS LB, 1 ■
FLORIDA
WHUFOR FINK *j| if\ $ 1 00
GRAPEFRUIT 1 U(oU
FRESH WHOLE ^ ^
FRYING CHICKEN , J 91
.......




CHICKEN BREASTS $ 1 29
1 eb. JL
LOCAS. HOT HOUSE .
NO.I
TOMATOES *«./ /







48 0/. ^ ^
1 FRESH
1 CHICKEN $i2(|




1 CHICKEN BACKS .





i meadow GOLD ^
1 ICECREAM $969
3 \ ' 4LrrREl»AIL
FRANCO AMERICAN
SPAGETTI-O Q $ 1 00
140/. OfOR 1.
1 FLETCHER NO. 3
1 LAYER BACON $045






This is what I think is an 
ideal family.
There is respect in the 
family and if I want to say 
something I’m not scared to 
say it.
You are treated like an 
older person not like a 
child, who can make some 
of his or her own decisions. 
There has to be a lot of trust 
in a family, for example, 
when I say something they 
believe me and my parents 
let me use their things. 
That’s what 1 think is an 
ideal family.
should listen without 
disregarding what the child 
said. The family should go 
places and do things 
together, this would help 
the family get and stay 
together. The family will be 
a happy family if there is 
trust and happiness to cover 
up the bad things in life.
AN IDEAL FAMILY 
An ideal family would be 
one that is close, listens to, 
respects, trusts and loves 
other members of the 
family. The ideas I have 
stated above are those 
which 1 think are breaking 
families apart, because 
there isn’t enough. This 
problem shows when the 
children of the family enter 
their teens.
The teenager thinks he or 
she doesn’t have enough 
freedom, and 1 agree with 
this. 1 think we should have 
a chance to speak for
THE IDEAL FAMILY 
The ideal family to me is 
a family with two kids with 
an age difference of one 
year. The parents should be 
about twenty years older so 
they will participate in the 
sports most kids like. They 
should go places together 
and tru.st one another but 
most of all they should be 
friends.
family
ourselves and express 
ourselves our way. If 
something happens the 
parent should give us 
children a chance to explain 
what really happened not 
just the way it looks.
I think the parents should 
give us kids a chance to 
make most of our own 
decisions because we are 
responsible enough to know 
the difference from right 
and wrong. -
Whenever a problem 
arises among the children 
the parents should listen 
and help solve the problem. 
The family should also 
learn to love each other 
more than there is now. If 
all these points were em-, 
phasized, and if all the 
members were treated 
equally and everybody of 
the family obeys the same 
set of r ules, I think it would 
be an Ideal Family.
FAMILY
To whom it may concern!
“Family” what does 
family mean? To me, a 
•family is a group of people 
caring and loving for each 
other.
My brother and I get 
punished every once in a 
while, but 1 guess it’s just 
part of the way our mothers 
and fathers show their love 
and affection for us.
My brother, he can be a 
real meatball at times, but I 
still love him.
What really picks me, is 
when 1 want to u.sc the 
washroom and someone 
else is in it. When that 
happens 1 usually get mad 
and bang on the door.
To conclude this small 
paragraph; I think families 










A family has one or two 
adults with a child or 
children and maybe otlier 
relatives living with them 
who are all related by law or 
blood.
They may be have a pet 
or more than one pet.
They might fight but 
everybody still loves each 
other, Parents fight alot 
about bills, money and 
other problems but each 
parent gets over it. Bach 
person in the family makes 
decisions, some for 
themselves and some for 
others, l-’or example, a 
member of the family wants 
lo join a track learn in the 
“Y”, that member will 
usually talk it over, with 
some other member of the 
family.
liven children fight over 
who's going lo do the di.shes 
or over toys.
A family is a wonderful 
thing.
THE IDEAL FAMILY 
fhe ideal family
nowadays is a family where 
there is mist .ind where 
things aren't always
covered tip. The family 
should be able to have an 
aiguinent without hut ling 
the family trust. Some 
parents give advice that 
isn’t needed which makes 
the chikiren teel that llterr 
parents are pushing them 
into something they don’t 
want. Yet if the children 
want to Mk their parents 
something, the parents
“I’m too busy” or “Go ask 
your mother.” If a child
has done something wrong
he or she should tell
truth and face up to the fact 
that he or she has done 
something wrong, and to 
face up to it he or she must
know that his or her parents 
won’t take to beating him 
or her up. They should talk 
things over then give the
proper punishment.
Every family cannot I 
run this way but it would 1 
good to see them try.
NOW OPEN
HARVEY’S BICYCLES
In my opinion there is no 
such thing as an ideal 
family. Every family Is run 
a completely different way. 
Some families simply 
cannot be run the way other 
families are run. I think all 
families should have love, 
trust, respect and sharing.
It would be good to see 
families come closer to 
what seems to me as an 
ideal family.
The parents should be 
able to trust their children 
and the children should be 
able to trust their parents. 
The children should have 
security and know that his 
or her parents are there 
when him or her needs 
them.
The family should have 
togetherness and work as a 
team. For example, when 
you are having problems 
with your homework and 
you ask for help you 
shouldn’t get a reply like







A Division of Harvey's Sporting Goods
OPENING SPECIALS
WED., MAY 4 - SAT., MAY 7
BICYCLE ACCiSSORIiS 10%°^'=
DEELITE
BOY'S 3 SPEED tfiOSS















FREE CHAIN LOCK 
with th@































QUESTION: VVliviliini) inn wkice 
No-Cli.iiin' Clmiuinii?
ANSWiTL We're irvinil in !I('I your
' leslbiifiin s
QUESTION: Whai doe-. No.(,:imr»i«
Cheguini) offer?
ANSWLU: Diirlnij P('A M«(enienl period*. 
In ivlilclin r uMonu'i’s minlrmim bid.ince 
is ,V200or more, TO < .mcels llie normal 
lfi< fliftiqe |)er rhetiiie,
QUESTION: Why Is there 4 minimum 
halame?
ANSWER: TDinvesii the $200 to help 
otker the evoeoeo of proraei ltv] tin* 
ciiMomci’srherpies.
QUEST ION: Who is heiictiiiinj (nmi 
No L'har<|e (..Tnipiiini?
ANSWER: ,
IT) Om HI (lids shou ihal iii.mv o( out l’( A 
iiisiomets always keep a $2(1(1 halanre
(2) Some H) Ciisiumcjs ((ov, plan alwakl .nui 
kee|) an extra $200 in iheir .ifconni ulum 
they iniend in wrile a Ini of tTnipies.
(3) Some nisloiiicrs m raslooailv hnild up 
lo a $200 miniimim'hv (ham e.'
I hey (an .dl OeniTii horn No-l hai’iP* 
rhdpdiiii,
QUESTION; W(nild j| he more |)ro(jial)|e lo 
keep (he .$200 in a Premium Saeinos 
Acennni?
ANSWER, If yon u rile more ih.m 7 chmpies 
d(((inj) a siiiidrieni period, we ("an show you 
dial No-l liaitp; lliciiuinj) is ,t heiier deal,
QUT.SIION, Isii'i No-Chtiiiie tluxpiimj 
te.illy jnsi ’a liiile extra’ to make TD more 
(rimiteiiiiee;’
ANSWER: Vev We u.v..iy(,uloi,e all) 
(usinmer,
QUESTION: So li's noi a lti(| deal? 
AN.$WER: N(t, Thu it's a ;iood deal You
duH.llI luilk inlu il,
Toronto Down hi IONDromiwBfflBi ■ Mo*T'.i'-'tipt, p,,. Hi,th, f'H-if p
Hi
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Munro Seeks Retention Of Traditional Cadet Uniforms
If a young man joins 
the naval cadets he 
wants to be identified 
'as a sailor, according 
to Donald Munro, 
conservative MP for 
Esquimalt-Saanich.
Munro was arguing 
recently against a 
proposed change in 
cadet uniforms which 
would put all cadets in 
the same dress no 
matter what branch of 
service they are in.
Munro said, “ll is 
dangerous procedure for 
this country, in its present
Special Series 
At Bethel
A special series “The 
Plan or The Ages In 
Prophecy’’ will be 
presented May 3-8 each 
evening at 7:30 in the Bethel 
Fellowship Baptist Church, 
2355 Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney. The speaker, Mr. 
Bill Kerby, the father of 
Mrs. Marg Honkanen of 
Sidney, has been a pastor 
and evangelist and is 
presently involved in 
ministering to a group of 
churches in Kenya and 
Nigeria.
These meetings will take 
the form of lectures 
followed by a time of 
questions and discussion. 
Some topics to be covered 
are The Rising World 
Power, The Nation Israel, 
The Antichrist Identified, 
and The Coming Kingdom. 
Everyone is invited.
delicate balance hovering 
between hope and cynicism, 
fear and misgiving, unity 
and disintegration. 
Credibility in government is 
more essential today than it 
ever was.’’
He quoted the Minister 
of National Defence last 
April as saying, “We have 
listened to the represen­
tations of the naval cadets 
and the Chief of Staff and 1 
have agreed to defer any 
change in the naval cadet 
uniform for at least 18 
months lo iwo years' to 
enable full discussion with 
personnel interested in the 
naval cadets, to have them 
come to us and make their 
case on cost and any other 
factors you have men­
tioned, the design, cut and 
so on.”
Seven months later 
Munro said the present 
Minister of National 
Defence, Barney Danson, 
made this statement to the 
Conference of Defence 
Associations, “We need to 
encourage greater service 
identification and greater 
unit identification.”
On January 20, 1977, 
Munro said, an an­
nouncement was made that 
“a safari-type uniform 
would be i.ssued to all naval 
cadets.” He went on to say, 
“This is what 1 mean when 
1 say Canadian youth has 
been decieved. They had 
been led to believe they 
could continue wearing 
their traditional uniforms.”
He claims there are 
“some 14,000 young 
Canadians in nautically 
oriented programs.”
“There should be means 
of attracting young people 
to this service, particularly 
in the light of the extensive 
maritime concerns of the 
country ... Samplings 
indicate that the sea cadets 
wish to stay with their 
traditional uniforms and 
not be put in safari 
uniforms.”
He said, “The effort is 
not necessarily directed 
toward supplying recruits 
for any branch of the 
Canadian Armed Forces. It 
is directed toward turning 
out young men and women 
with high national and 
community motivation.”
“The youth of the 
country should be en­
couraged to join the 
movement, not discouraged 
from doing so,” he said.
“On the cost side, it has 
been demonstrated to my 
satisfaction that the dif­
ferential could be as little as 
$1.19 per uniform, and this 
does not take into account 
the difference in the price 
of the proposed uniform of 
some $4.50 for a raincoat. 
This is additional to what is 
now being paid. An extra 
$50,000 spent on raincoats 
alone is hardly justifiable,” 
said Munro.
Marcel Roy,
Parliamentary Secretary to 
the Minister of Transport, 
replied to Munro saying, “1
am completely opposed to 
what the hon. member 
mentioned. ... 1 think that 
discipline and training are
much more essential to the 
unity of the country than 
the colour of the unifor­
ms,” he said.
Christine Laurent Ltd.





Thurs., Mesy 5 to Sat., May 7








their contrlbytlon to the
HUDAC PARADE OF HOMES
built under the
New Home Warranty Progrom 
of British Colymblo
Dubeien Developments Home located at 9655 2nd St., 
Sidney, B.C.
NATURAL. HISTORY
PRtSENTtO BY THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCES, OTTAWA
OWL
NvrTtA ■
ihe: .^-c\pa Owl-A a Idr^e^diurndt 
bird C-f of (ri^ k-'Cl'iC 
Cn WJOfid .In Lu'Udd ll’nc’T'fe 
, d tf'c Le.c line .
Ift'> bfe CL{c\c !< d^pcVj.inf on the .
Equipment
fn i- j’kr'. ful
!!:<: q . rrtof ricr-Hiq Jot’r; toI I'lU:
jn.1 itic lui.ls af lo ItiC -.'fulh
iTu.ik'f; 0£*:ur cWofri) ijiijis.
CASE 995 & MODEL 60 LOADER
iBrief Specifications OPTIONS: . Rolibar and canopy-
!® High-torque 4-cylinder David Brown ASAEstandards. »Highclearance con- 
jdirect injection diesel — 219 cu. in. » version kit. • Thermostart.>J\/lanually 
iSelectamatic hydraulics with convert- adjusted rear wheels.
[ibie Category I and II hitch and trans- n
port latch. • 12 forward, 4 reverse 
jspeeds synchromesh transmission. • 
iHydrostatic power steering. • Full fen- 
jderswithflasherand directional lights.
Power adjusted rear wheels.
O'" < ■■ y




Buy our Case 995 & Model 60 Loader & receive a new 
Howard E60 Rotovator or a Hydreiii 3x16 Plow, FREE!
B&itS&r DL14550






Flen fo Towr the Hoclisc 'Parade 
Hbines May 7 te May 15, 
hours of 3:00 P.M.^ 9:00 P.M 








Plan 24 savingG calculates interesl 
on your inmirriufn daily balance, ’ 
Just as sure as there are 24 hours 
in a day, Plan 24 means interest on 
every ciollar for every day il's on 
doposii. And best of ail, there's no 
niiiiiifiutn balance required!
vShop around and you'll find ouf 
why Plan 24 was the best savings 
plan arpuiid wnen ll siaileu.nine 
years ago. And wtiy it's still the 
best savings plan today!
No minimum balanco required 
interoGt calculated on your minimum 
daily balance
Competitive rale of interest
• Withdrawals at any time without 
charge
• Automatic transforc to your 
chequing account


























Satellite industries Wescraft Mfg. Ltd 
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TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAm HOTEL
t.
downtown, tpoclouft & 
modom rooms, coblo 
color T.V., direct dial 
phones, all with view 
balconies, free porking, 
complimentary coffee A 
tea service, and best of 
all — mostly with fully 
equipped kitchens that 
allow you and your 
fomlly to *n|oy sub* 
stontiol savings on 
breakfasts, lunches, 
snacks, cold drinks. Ice 
cubes A other related 
expenses. Storting at 
only $10.00 single ft 
$4.00 for each oddltionol 
guest 12 years of ogo 
and over.
Listening^oji Vital Essence 
In The Art Of Communication
For brochure and reservations write;
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
S45 Hornby St., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1VI 





days is a very important 
word. It starts with babies 
in their ability to talk. The 
earlier the baby talks the 
more braggadocios some 
parents become. As the 
child grows so does his/her 
vocabulary.
Some people develop 
such a use for words thev
never stop talking. Perhaps 
you may know some. The 
value that society places on 
the ability to communicate 
effectively may be ap­
preciated by the millions of 
dollars that are spent in 
advertising, and the many 
speaking groups such as 
Toastmasters, Toast-
mistresses,- and Dale 
Carnegie courses. Even the 
4-H groups and scouts 
spend time with their 
youngsters on public
speaking. But speaking has 
a counter part, listening, if 
communication is truly 
going lo be effective. Apart 
from some courses on 
music appreciation, how 
many of us have heard of a 
course dealing with 
listening?
The Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association 
sponsors a group that does 
ju.st that. It is called 
Transactional Analysis (TA
_ Beacon Wharves This Year
PUBLIC NOTICE
Re: Building Permits - Starta Lots
Municipal Zoning regulations contained 
within Zoning By-Law No. 465 prohibit 
more than one dwelling unit on a lot or 
parcel of land, unless specifically permitted 
in subsequent sections of the By-law. As a 
lot registered under the Strata Titles Act 
, does not constitute a “Lot” or “Parcel” of 
land under the By-Law, be advised that a 
permit for one dwelling unit only, per 
parcel of land, shall be issued, not­
withstanding that such parcel may have 






If you’ve heard rumors 
■about the federal gover- 
■nment wharves not being 
installed in Sidney this 
Summer, you can rest at 
*®ase ... at least for the time 
being.
y According to a ministry 
of environment spokesman, 
^the wharves are going to be 
Installed again this year.
}'■ Each year the wharves 
are installed off the end of 
'Eleacon Avenue and cater to 
great deal of summer
^affic.
f. Almost every year they 
lare damaged by the heavy 
-.winds in the unprotected 
viiarbour and the spokesman 
.for the ministry stated there 
"is a good possibility that, 
•Mter this year, they will not 
be re-installed until some 
from of breakwater is 
provided to shelter them.
Sidney mayor, Dick 
Leigh, said he did not know 
much about the wharv-es 
but that he thought the 
marina put in last year was
**Built with Sidney’s approval 
on the consideration that a 
breakwater would be forth- 
’coming.
■ The Sidney and North 
Saanich Chamber of 
"Commerce were the first to 
raise the question of the 
wharves, which are usually 
Installed about this time of 
year. They contacted the 
■department of the en- 
■vironment in Vancouver 






(Wednesday to Friday) $ 11.95/Person 
Coquille St. Jacques
' Seafood Ar.sorlinenl in White Wine Sauce and Cognac 
Topped wilh Swiss Cheese and Grilled Salade Du Chef-Out Own Dressing
Pheasant from the Spit 
Flamed at Your Table
I'rcsh Vegetable!. Creme Caramel Topped with Tiu Maria Coriec
Mother’s Day Sunday Special $9.95 per person
French Baked Onion Soup House Salad
Prime Rib of Beef
Roast Polatoes Fresh Vegetables Chocolate Mousse Coffee






arguments to be in­
cluded in reply to the 
letter from ' the 
Minister of Transport, 
received recently, 
regarding the intended 




said it should be 
pointed out the ferry 
has served the area 
adequately for many 
years. Instead of 
terminating the ser­
vice, the use of it 
should be encouraged 
by reducing fares and 




said the Minister’s 
statement that the Malahat 
is a good highway should be 
refuted by reminding him 
that during the winter, 
when there is ice and snow, 
police advise the Malahat 
should not be used unless a
vehicle is equipped with tire 
chains.
Alderman Waring 
thought the route should be 
treated as a road, not as a 
ferry system, the same as in 
the Gulf Islands where no 
charge is made between 
islands. Cost should not be 
a consideration, he advised.
“The ferry is an alternate 
route in case of disaster, 
such as a washout in 
Coldstream’’, he argued. 
“It is the only way con­
tractors can move some 
heavy equipment and it 
does have definite tourist
value.’’
If the service is ter­
minated, Waring suggested, 
then serious consideration 
should be given to building 
an alternate road through 
the Highlands to Gold- 
•stream to serve peninsula 
residents. “As a road, the 
ferry system requires much 
less maintenance. The pot­
holes are self-filling”, 
Waring quipped.
Committee decided that 
staff prepare a draft letter 
around the points brought 
forward.
for short) which is under 
the very capable direction 
of Doreen Hunter.
George Bernard Shaw 
wrote, “The worst sin 
towards our fellow 
creatures is not to hate 
them, but to be indifferent 
to them; that’s the essence 
of inhumanity.” Listening 
therefore, is an enduring 
relationship, is to show 
concern.
TA teaches us that we are 
very complex organisms — 
that we are very early in life 
programmed into reacting 
in a very definite pattern of 
behavior called scripts. We 
also operate in various 
states of ego. Thus the 
words one speaks often 
times are very superficial 
and veil the true feelings 
and emotions that lie deeper 
within. A good listener does 
not grab at words and 
sentences to react. Such 
reaction to the superficiality 
of words could bring forth 
attacks, counter-attacks or 
defense mechanism that 
tend to hinder rather than 
help communication.
Listening involves not 
just concern but hopefully 
acceptance of what the 
speaker is saying. Listening 
involves not saying “Yes, 
but ...” or “Why?” or 
“That’s silly!” Listening 
requires an understanding 
...” tell me about your 
reasons for saying that,” 
Listening requires un­
divided attention, a great 
deal of patience and a great 
deal of tolerance. These 
may not be all the rules for 
good listening, but it is a 
good start. The speaker has 
a chance of being accepted 
and the listener has a better 
chance of reaching the real 
message. Try it sometime. 
The experience could be 
rewarding to both parties.
Silver Threads News
MOTHERS DAY - MAY 8
Large Selection of MOWERS’ DAY CARDS
SPOONS & PUITES for MOTHER 
NEW DESIGNS in

















May 9 — MONDAY — 9 
a.m. centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10 
a.m., quilting, ceramics, 
dancing for fun; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., ceramics; 2 
p.m., films; 7:30 p.m.. 
Bingo.
May 10 —TUESDAY— 
9 a.m. centre open, cards, 
shufneboard, library; 10 
a.m., oil painting, 
screnaders practice; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., oil painting; 
whist, crochet; 7 p.m., 
shuffleboard & games 
night;
May 11 — WED­
NESDAY — 9 a.m., centre 
open, cards, shuffleboard, 
library; 10 a.m., novelties, 
rug hooking; noon, hot 
dinner; 1 p.m. discussion 
group, niah-jongg; 2 p.m., 
concert with Walter Roth.
May 12 — THURSDAY 
— 9 a.m., centre open, 
cards, shvifflcboarti,
library; U) a.m., decorator 
painting, weaving, carpet 
howling; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m., dressmaking, bridge; 
7 p.m., crib;
May 13 — I’lUDAY —9
a.m,, centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10 
a.m., senior , ceramics; 
knitting, keep fit, quilting, 
beadwork; noon, limch; I
Art Studied
Stan Dear of the Village 
Gallery in Sidney, is in San 
Ifiancisco litis week, taking 
luiorials in ^urt con- 
SCI vat ion. <
m
p.m., creative writing; 1:30 
p.m., stretch &sew, 2 p.m., 
jacko; 7 p.m., evening
cards;
May 14 — SATURDAY
— Open 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
for drop-ins;
May 15 — SUNDAY — 
Open 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. for 
drop-ins.
Morning coffee and 
afternoon tea served every 
day; senior citizens and 
visitors welcome. .
Tickets on sale for 
mystery trip — .lune 7th; 
Deposits on Orcas Is. trip
— .Inly 4 to 7, by May 24th, 
Balance due on Portland 
Rose Festival .lunc 10 to 
13lh by May 16lh and 
balance due on Royal 






Open 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
THE
ROYAL OAK INN
4680 Elk Lake Drive 
658-S231
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH) 
YOUTH SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
PROGRAM
Appikollon# OfO Invilod by Itio undomlgned from Intarattod itud»n(» 
ond unomployod poriionn. ago 15 lo 24 yoat», for lh« lollowing lummar 
povllion»;
1 nlud»nl - Curriculum Dovolopmant. May 2 lo Aui)u»l 31, 19T7, 8fl 
day* o( 122 50por doy -St,980 00pluii4% holldoy pay.
1 nudnnl...Srally’s Sdtool Ifivontory, Jun«27 lo Augu»l3l, 1977, 47
doy* u1 S22,,5(l por day $I ,057.50, plui 4 (lolldoy pay
4 iturieni* .. UlUntl riquipment invantoty, Jurm 27 to Auguil 31,
197 7, 47 day»a| $22,50 par doy ooeb . $1,057 ,50 plu« 4% holldoy poy,
3 ktudant* Cmual cutlodlan*, July 1 to July 31, 1977 , 20 cloyi, ol
S4|) 40 put day , • $968,00, p|g« 4% holiday pay ttoclr, .......
3 ktodunt* . Cnkuol cuktodiani,. Augukt 2 to Augu*l 31, 1977 , 22 
day* ot $48,40 pur day - $1.064,80, pluk 4!. holiday pay undi.
I'lome apply In writing, providing puikonnl rummu ol your botkgiound 
and giving rucucu'it why ynu leqiilrri kummui umployrnunt, Plumo Mil 
liuirdur ol priority tho fWkitioni. you wikh toopply lot,
Cloking datw (pt opfilltnlionk I* fiiitay, Moy 13ih, 1977. Intuiviowi will 
toh« platu in uurly Junu,
H.$, (rigrcim, StHraloiy-treokurur, 
Sdiool Dull It I No. 63 (iuonich) 
P.O, llci* 2010, SIdnuy, li e, VBt 354.
' ' 17-2
“te
'Wsm:, I'O'SPBbI* A iipiffiBiiiiHlSIiS
DAY
Sidney’s One Stop Photo Service Store
Originating $1 87
A Special MONDAY I®'
FBATURINO: *00101 i B&W Films ♦Frames •Hash Cubes
riiisli ®riiolu Dis»t»lciy Cubw*
PLUS OTHER INSTORE SPECIALS
fA
EXTRA PARKING SPACE 
NOW AVAILABLE ON 4th ST.
5th ST.
4fh ST. <.....................yji
Prices Effective May 5, 6 & 7 
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities 
STOKE HOURS:
Mon., .Tues., Wed., Sat., 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs. ^ Fri., 9 a.m. * 9 p.m.




COHAGE ROLLS « „
I ^ 1149
1 BURNS, PRIDE OF CANADA J L ■
ICLUB, SIRLOIN STEAKS 1
1 . CANADA GRADE 'AV ^ 1 89
m 1
WAGON WHEELS ^
WESTON 12 OZ. w
FROZEN PEAS g
McCAIN 2 LB. BAG V
9*
1 MARGARINE $ •
1 3 LB. PKG. MOMS i
[29
TUNA
CLOVERLEAF %'h 02. FUKED VilHITE 89$
ORANGES




LOCAL NO. 2 15 LB. BAG 79





MILLS ROAD, SIDNEY, B.C. Continuation Of
ADMISSION 
$1.50 EACH
Saturday, May 7 
Dancing 9:00 p.m. -12:30 a.m. 
“THE GREEN RIDGE” Mill Bay Ferry Run













JEWELLERY - FINE GIFTS
'Ask for our Mothers’ Day complimentary 
Flower with each purchase”
SCISSORS SHARPENED
The following reply from 
Jack Davis, the Minister of 
Transport, to a letter urging 
continuance of the Mill Bav 
Ferry was read recently at a 
Central Saanich Council, 
meeting.
“Thank you fof your 
letter of March 25th, 1977.
1 note the concern of the 
Central Saanich Council 
regarding the possible 
termination of the Bren­
twood/Mill Bay Ferry 
Service.”
“You will be aware from 
newspaper articles that, if 
the Brentwood/Mill Bay 
run continues, we face the 
requirement to spend 
$600,000 for the recon­
struction of the docks at 
each end. This estimate was 
given in 1976 by the 
Ministry of Highways’ 
engineers.”
“Considerable sums of 
money have been spent on 
these berths in recent years 
but now the piling, etc., has 
deteriorated to the extent 
that the docks must be 
rebuilt.”
“The matter that the 
Board of Directors of the 
B.C. Ferry Corporation 
must be concerned with is 
whether, on a route where 
there is a good road 
alternative such as the 
Malahat, it is expedient to 
spend large capital sums 
which could be better 
utilized to improve facilities 
where there is no road 
alternative. Originally, as 
your Council will be aware, 
the Brentwood/Mill Bay 
Ferry run was to 
pensate for the lack 
good road over 
Malahat. Now there 
excellent road.”
“In order to thoroughly 
assess the pros and cons of 
the Brentwood/Mill Bay 
service, B.C. Ferry Cor­
poration is utilizing the 
services of an outside 
Consultant to study the
feasibility of rebuilding the 
present docks, alternate 
locations for new docks, or 
terminating the service. 
This study is being un­
dertaken as a matter of 
some urgency and, when 
completed, will be carefully 
considered by the Board of 
Directors.”
Mayor Jean Butler 
confirmed that the con­
sultant was already
collecting information for 
his study. At the suggestion 
of Alderman Percy Lazarz, 
Council resolved that each 
alderman would prepare a 
brief in support of retaining 
the ferry service during the 
week for discussion at his 
Public Works Committee 
meeting. These briefs will 
be consolidated into 









The Saanich Peninsula 
Water Commission advises 
all water users, even those 
with their own wells, that 
strict water conservation 
measures will be necessary 
this summer.
It requests all residents to 
consider the following:
1. Check every faucet for 
leaks. A slow drip can waste 
15 to 20 gallons per day.
2. Put a little food 
colouring in toilet tank to 
ensure float valve is seating 
properly.
3. Don’t shower too long 
or fill the tub too full when 
bathing. There are 36 
gallons in a full bathtub, 25 
gallons for a long shower.
4. Put a full load in the 
dishwashing or laundry 
machine: it requires 30 
gallons to wash dishes.
5. Don’t let faucet run 
for cold water: keep a jug 
of water in the regrigeralor.
6. Don’t leave water 
running for tooth brushing, 
hand washing, vegetable 
cleaning — only use what is 
needed and turn it off.
7. Don’t use toilet- to 
•flush away tissues, guin 
wrappers and other scraps
it’s not a garbage can 
and every flush lakes 5 to 7 
gallons.
8. Water your garden 
sensibly. Ensure that the 
water goes where it should 
and sparingly. It requires 10 
gallons a minute to sprinkle 
your lawn.
9. Never use the hose to 
clean off a driveway — use 
a broom.
10. Wash the car with a 
bucket of water.
11. Find the water meter 
and record figures each 
week to ascertain how much 
water your family uses.
12. Be a water con­
servationist.
Book Chat with Mary Kierans
Canadian History books 
used to be a heavy diet 
suitable only for scholars. 
The new fad is social 
history served up in first­
hand accounts easy for the 
general public to digest. 
One of the most successful 
writers in this vein is Barry 
Broadfoot who has recently 
published: The Pioneer 
Years, 1895-1914. This 
latest work is sure to have 
as enthusiastic a reception 
as his earlier works, Ten 
Lost Years (peoples’ 
memories of the 
Depression) and Six War 
Years (accounts of World 
W'arll).
The Pioneer Years tells 
how more than 3 million 
people rushed into the West 
between 1895 and 1914. 
They poured in from the 
United Stales, Britain, 
Scandiavia, Russia, 
Poland, the Ukraine, and 
from such unlikely places as 
Argentina, South Africa, 
Iceland, and Tasmania. The 
majority came as 
homesteaders, paying only 
a $10 filing fee for 160 acres 
of free land. These settlers 
are now in their 80’s and 
90’s, and we are fortunate 
that Barry Broadfoot 
collected their memories 
before it is loo late.
“There is nothing here 
but the people,” Broadfoot 
says in his preface — but 
what people they are! You 
love them for their courage, 
their humour, their 
nostalgia, their feeling for
the land where “Nature had 
too many dirty tricks.” 
They stayed and they 
survived, surpised by their 
own powers of endurance.
The Pioneer Years is 1 and Brentwood branches! 
available from the Sidney of the Regional Library. ‘I
A sense of humour helped. 
fXrriving from England to 
join her husband, and 
seeing their primitive home 
for the first time, one 
woman remarked: “Well, 
George, if this is it, if it 
burns down, we won’t have 
tost anything.”
Nostalgia for a way of 
life that was simple and 
unsophisticated sounds a 
constant- refrain. (“In 
those days it was an aw-ful 
nice time for people.”) It 
was a time when the 
Prairies were white with 
buffalo bones, a time of 
box-lunch socials, square 
dances, and town baseball.
Opening Soon
DELF-BUNlid.
the place for people with good tasteJ
on the corner of Beacon & 3rd
COMPLIMENTARY
Broadfoot’s skillful 
editing of all these 
reminiscences makes them 
speak as one voice, in a tone 
that is slangy, laconic,- 
amused, and often, in the 
poetic in the descriptions of 
the land. Here is how one 
homesteader describes 
breaking ground on his 
quarter section: “I sunk the 
blade of my hand plow' in 
and ... I went half a mile 
without a quiver. Then 1 
stopped and looked back 
and there was my furrow, 
straight as a gun barrel. The 
land was black and rich and 
beautiful and 1 knew 1 was 










DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
Quotations will be received by the undersigned until 
3:00 p.m., Friday, May 6th, 1977 for construction of 
a new Public Utilities Building.
THE KLONDIKE GOLD 
RUSH of 1898 produced 
some weired and wonderful 
bu.sincss entrepreneurs. One 
made it over the hardships 
of the Ghilkoot Pass into 
the Yukon with a bag of 
cats. He intended to sell 
these to the miners to keep 
the mice dow'n. They 
escaped in Dawson City and 
the merchandise was 
quickly reduced by dogs.
The building shall be 30’x75’xl4’ high and be of | 
concrete block of steel construction.
Data Sheets and bid forms will be available from:
Leo den Boer
Engineering Services Director 
District of North Saanich 
1620 Mills Road 
P.O. Box 2027 
Sidney, B.C. V8L3S3 :
100 PER CENTS A tlSFA CTION 
GUARANTEED
Servicing restaurants,
Institutions & home freezers 478=1281
GRADE A 1 & 2 SIDES 
GRADE A 1 & 2 HINDS 





















Ground to o perfect uniform edge by experts 
with the finest commercial equipment avaiU 
able. Bring in all your scissors. Your 








If (lii.’rc’H (im- iliiii^' tliiif II Ccili'lirily 11
fiimourt, it’H lli)OV(>r’H i^xulimivo I’dWiM'iiiiitic 
Nozzli!. 1(11 liciirl in a nidlui-drivfn iiKilnlor tliiiL 
ll(•nt(^•n«-l(-B\Vl‘l>|ll^.|lH-i(,■olt•ll)m, Willi itH hiiidiaicd 
Hlci-1 lic'iiUir Imr il,cun Imiidle tho toiiHlHwl, jnbB.
Full>time edge cleaning
Willi Ct>li,'lirity II, (lii! 
' ie Hiu!tioir|ii)wi.‘i-woi liH l ii'lii 
U|i 1,0 llii) iioz'/.Ui udKcn, HD 
you nan cU-Hii ritilil up 
tu Ihu Itiiuiihoiirdii.
3>positlon handle
Only Houvar'ii liandli' pivea ynu .'I-poHiti 
adjiiBliiKud. L’lii' iiloiauii. OpaialinK, A 
inidar furniliiri.'. ill im'ii 
Inal ynii raii Hinp tdonpln'K\ 1
—
.«tliiiil 111 tail a»
Toe-touch surface selector
Vi.iu can adjuHi. CcliiliriLy II 
fnr hard wurlai'ii or 
carpcliHl niJoiH with 
. ) Jiml, II tnucji of l liB 
Inc, 'riiiitc'ii a huilt-in 
hruidi Unit licam down 
on haul (loorw, Anil llio 
’■ iiiillcainr'H nn top wlil'ic you 




ludiilc every Oidi'lirlly II' 
DeJuxn thi.'ia’iiii imillh 
'dOKi'opi liiiif, A ynrif 
luiiji. Willi u 
. .. . ifje., Kiimii Kahiii 7H(I 
*i|Uiiri;,ijicluai oftlKor iii(‘<i,
COMPACT Fully Automatic Washer!
Here’s a compact washer that drtes evetylhing a full size 
automatic can do. Yet it’s LIGHTWEIGHT and PORTABLE 
_ _ _ too!
PORTABLE ELECTRIC COMPACT 
DRYERuruns on 115 v., needs 
no venting-













16 words ^2.00 each issue
Em ESTATE 
FOE SALE
- 2428 Beacon Ave.
' “BREATHTAKING
- ELEGANCE”
surrounds you when you 
enter this distinctive 
executive home in Ard­
more. The.acre of privacy 
and the hand-picked, top 
quality throughout this 3 
bedroom, one year old is 
reHected in the list price of 






5 year warranty, 520,000 
builders insurance on this 
quality built home. 
Thermal windows, rock 
Ifloor-to-ceiling fireplace 
jwith raised hearth, feature 
wall, ensuite plumbing and 
other extras. Partial views 
of the Malahat from living 





1 am looking for older 
P homes in this area. If you 
vare thinking of selling your 
• jhouse give me a call for 








^his is an exceptional 
home. 2 bedrooms up and 2 
l^drooms; down, 2 
fireplaces, beautiful living 
room, w/w throughout, 
professionally finished 
oasement. Landscaped lot 
■A?ith garden area. $59,500.
.4 BEN RICHARDSON 
>56-5584 656-6958
2 year old, well built large 
Jtwo bedroom home on 
(quiet street. Nicely land­
scaped and fenced yard. 
Ciood garden soil. Closed in 
Patio.
4 By Owner 
\ $56,900
Phone 656-4202




'lew 3-bedroom, 1500 sq. 
1. cedar siding home yvith 
weeping view of Saanich 
nlel. On half acre, sunny 
reed lot. Two fireplaces, 
wo bathrooms, two 
undocks. Higli bascmenl 
,vith finished utility room, 











1 Hedroom semi waicrfrom 
unobstructed view) home 
el on a quiet, well land 
enped lot in Sidney, 
Vttractive characier home* 
vith Sltake Roof. 
Jndcveloped basement and 
atic,
commercial lots (in 
hiding 2 corners) in
knvitiovvri with
,'ntcf connections. .Small 
lOUse A office on property 
(pre.serit,
, acre treed lots with 








Don’t be deceived by the 
conventional appearance of 
this house — it’s full of 
surprises! An attractive red 
brick fireplace dominates 
the living room and adds a 
feature wall to the spacious 
kitchen. French doors lead 
from the dining area to the 
sunny courtyard which is 
shielded from neighbours 
and designed for outdoor 
living. Enjoy the lovely 
seaviews from either the 
courtyard or bright 
sunroom. There are two 
bedrooms and 1 'A baths on 
the main floor, and another 
cozy bedroom tucked under 
the eaves. The attractive 
family room and loads of 
built-in storage are only two 
more of the many features 
adding to the charm and 
character of this delightful 
home. See this new listing 
— you’ll be most pleasantly 











, j '' -REAL ESTATE,■
" , ( INSURANCE ::
WATERVIEW HOME 
OVER TWO ACRES 
Want to move up to an 
immaculate home built to 
VLA specifications on your 
own 2.3 acres offering 
privacy and seclusion? This 
excellent 9 year old 1930 sq. 
ft. bi-level has 2 bedrooms 
and a 4 piece bathroom on 
the main floor plus exposed 
beam kitchen and dining­
living room area. Sunset 
glow raised hearth
fireplace. Second level has 
3rd bedroom and den, 
bathroom with shower, 
large laundry room plus 
storage room. 19’xl8’4” 
family room, Roman tile 
raised hearth fireplace. 
Delightful setting of fir 
trees and manageable 
developed lawn. Sundeck 
and cement patio.
Municipal watei. The 
$99,900 price includes
draperies, .self-cleaning 
range, refrigerator, freezer, 
washer, dryer. Carburetor, 
yardlighis on timer. 
Possession for this splendid 
property is flexible, of­
fering lime for an ac­
ceptable offer subject to the 
sale of your home. MLS.
$74,5(X), Charming con­
temporary, 4 bedrooms, 
2'/j baths, 2.300 sq. ft, 
MLS. ' ■
$72,5(X). Walk to the rec 
center from delightful 5 
year old view bi-level. 'A 
acre, MLS.
$68,5(X), 4-.5 bedrooms, 2'/j 
baths, 6(X)’ from beach. 
Spacious family value 
home,
.Hin .Tones 656-4.597




2 bedroom condominium 
on Dallas Road with 
fabulous water views, great 
■walking area near Beacon 












BAKER VIEW PLACE 
1280 sq. fl. family home on 
'A acre, full basement, 4 
bedrooms, 1'/- baths, 
distinctive floor plan and 
decor, close to new rec 
centre and busline. 
Immediate possession. 
Urgent sale. What is your 
offer on $59,900?
TOMATOES
Make a fortune growing 
tomatoes the hydroponic 
way on this 7 acre farm. 
28000 sq. ft. green houses, 
going concern, plus partly 




Idyllic % acre on Birch 
Road in Deep Cove. All 
native trees, partly cleared. 
Southern exposure, 
watermains. $34,000.
DEEP COVE RANCHER 
This 4 bedroom, no steps 
home in the woods features 
double glazing and in­
sulation. Ideal family 
home. Abundant water 
supply. $78,900.
RENTALS
We will rent your home 
while you are away!








Lovely 2 or 3 bedroom 
Townhouse.
MARGUERITE HOBBS 
477-4043 or 388-4455 
Century 21 








5 acres with views of 
Satclliio Channel. 250 ft. 
road frontage. $72,000.
BIIICNTWOOI)
Tudor style 3 HR., \A 
bathrooms, on large lot, 
Marin I’aik Dr. $66,5(X). 
M LS 2.3692
.SIDNEY
.3 bedroom house on 60x119 
ft. lot, Arciwell Ave, 
Aluminum siding, $51,500. 
MLS 2.3055.
SIDNEY
I iim ,3 bedroom bungalow, 
carpeted t lir ouglioul, 
fireplace, livingioum. I'till 
higli basement. HretIunir 
Park Way. $52,(X)0, MLS 
2.3972.
WATliUl'RON'i;
West end of Landsend 
Road, 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, den vyilh 
fireplace, ..cp.u.uc dining 
room. Magnificent view. 
$1.31,000. MI S 24006,
M'r. NFiVTDN V RD. ■
3 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
house with spacious living 
room,- quality coivttrm'tion 









(3-4) bedrooms, tile 
bathroom, large kitchen, 
sliding'doors to sun porch, 
stone fireplace. Full 
basement. Very nice, 
$69,000. or rent to own. 
656-3675 or 595-4333.
ARDMORE LOTS 
We certainly have 2 fine lots 
for sale. One is on Ard­
more Dr. and is $40,000. 
The other is on Falkirk and 
is $36,900.
LANDS END RD.
.5 acre lot with seaview, 
piped water available.
NEW LISTINGS 
Very attractive split level 
offering 5 bedrooms. L.R. 
and D.R. overlook rear 
garden, 60x124 lot. MLS 
$59,900.
Older 6 bedroom home in 
need of some work. 
Located on 2 lots. MLS. 
$55,000.
3 bedroom townhouse in*^ 
Blue Sky Acres. Very clean, 
vacant. MLS. $39,900.
3 bedroom home on large 
corner lot. Concrete 
swimming pool. MLS 
$62,000.
John Bruce Bus. 656-3928 






' ' JUSTLISTED 
Owner leaving town must 
sacrifice this lovely 4 year 
old home with 3-4 
bedrooms, nicely finished 
basement, could be in-law 
suite, hairdresser shop, etc. 
2 full bathrooms, close to 
shops and school. Loaded 
with extras. MLS 24489. 
$55,900
2 bedroom, 6 year home 
with extra bedroom in 
nicely developed basement 
with family room. 2 





MOBIU HOME FOR SALE. 12 x 60 
Loodor, 2 bedroom, lovely country 
pork. Phono 656-1495. 17-4
WATERFRONT
On the Sonny tide ot Booulltul 





ovollablo now until late tprlng 
Stortlno 0* low as $710 lor 30 days, 




Rents a beautiful 2 or 3 
bedroom townhouse. w/w 









Leading Canadian Life Insurance 
Company has opening for man or 
woman representative. Initiai salary 
up to $1,500 monthly with incentives. 
Excellent training. We have a lot to 
offer — ask me and our present 
representatives. Write in confidence 
to Box L, Sidney Review. 17-2
HORSE RANCH REQUIRES worker 
with experience In core, feeding and 
grooming of horses, should be self 
storter, able to take charge in 
owner's absence, references 
required, person without paid ex­
perience need not opply. 205-3400 
Douglas Street, Victoria. B.C. 382- 
4274.___________ _____________
COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING Co­
ordinator for Vancouver Island Coble 
System. Must hove previous ex­
perience in community program­
ming. Capable of taking full 
responsibility for progromming, 
apply Box M, Sidney Review. Sidney, 
B.C._________________________
RELIABLE PERSON TO vacuum and 
dust local office twice weekly — 
nights. Apply Box P. Sidney Review. 
18-1 __________________________
WORK WMTEE
DUTCH GARDENER avoiloble for 
Sidney-Brentwood area. Good work­
manship at reasonable prices. All 
phases of gardening. Good crew also 
for larger jobs. Call Leo Lodders. 656- 
3297.tf 
SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 inch 
Rotovator. Prompt courteous service. 
656-1748. tf
WORK WANTED with 4 ft. tractor, 
rototiller. mower, blade and cart. 
656-5352. 10-lf
ROTOVATING AND FRONT END 
looder work professionally done ot 
reosonoble prices. 652-2881. after 5 
p.m.-652-5753. 13-8
GeT^ERAL CARPENTRY. Sundecks,
additions, alterations, cabinet work. 
References. Free estimates. Euro- 
Craft. 656-5157; 656-5143. 16-tf
HAVE SHOVEL: WILL TRAVEL. 
Enterprising pair will undertake most 
any tosk, many satisfied clients, free 
estimates. 656-3836. 18-1
WILL BABYSIT ONE OR TWO children 
2 to 5 years old, by the day or week, 
fenced bock yard, $4. day per child. 
Ardwell orea. 656-1609. 18-1
NURSE COMPANION CHAUF-
FERUSE, responsible lady of integrity, 
educoted, available afternoons, 
evenings, nights. Elderly lady 
preferred. 592-6109. 18-1
FURNISHED BASEMENT •IhqU 
day ihift worker preferred, available 
Immediately, $175 per month In* 
cUidoi llQhl ond '




I AHA REtRONlIRlI FAMIIV mon
with lorpwntrv, 
plumbing, wiring, garriuning, Wmilri 
Ilk* tf) r»nf •moll (orm WniiM 
provld* |mpft»v»m»nl» ond tor* to 
iwwit, ptnport, ond onlnnoU In 
oxthong* (or modorol* lont. Am « 
unlvonlty gioduntft now living In 
I'hlladotphlo but know Vlctorlo woll. 
/^pljf^llux U, 5itin«i^ I'wviuw. jk' •
mf WAKTRD
rUUV " QUAIIHEO lURlRVIIOR
rogulrod thioo motningi a w#«k (or 
poroni ownod Fro khool, ASA lWM; 
<^6.4:14.5, lb-)
tAm, “fiUKtLRvr”*" fOUlTRy,
tiroonhouio nnd lartdHnpo workorl 
~ (togUlor new (or lull nr poiilmo 
•mploymoM ni Conrtdn form tribouf 
Pool. 20S34CI0 Dowolwi $lf«*t, 
VIrlorlo D C, M*n nnil womorr or# 
•ncourogod to opply. Phon# 3D2< 
4374, H.J
MISS. FOR SALS
CHICKS ALL BREEDS. Comet, leghorn, 
sixiink pullets. 75 cents eoch, meat 
chicks, $36 per hundred; ducklings, 
goslings, turkeys, etc. 382-9107 or 
746-6599. , , 12-10
SWAP AND SHOP MEET, every 
Soturday and Sunday. 10 o.m. to 4:30 
p.m. 9701 Second Street; Informotion 
-656-3511. 15-4
SANAMSHARPENING 
Beocon Plaza, Sidney, 656-1414 
Carbide specialists. Precision 
Sharpening of all carpenter's and 
home handyman's tools, skates, 




Now is the time for 
Feed ’ Weed, 
pesticides, fertilizers, 
garden tools, vegetable 
& flower seeds, all 
gardening supplies. 










*M*tol Flr#plo(#t nttd Chlmioy* 















SIDNEY NEARLY NEW 
Furniture of all kinds, old ond on- 
tlque. Open 7 doys, 10-5:30 p.m., 
porking. 9781 Second St. 656-3511. tf
FIREPLACE WOOD cut to order, $50 
per cord, $35 per Vj cord. Also 
available cedar posts and roils. 
Phone 656-4213. Free delivery on 
Peninsula and Victoria. tf
CLICKS —¥^WN EG^layers, white
leghorns. white rocks. Ship 
onywhere. Established 28 years, 
Longley. Nopier Hatchery. 
22470—64th Ave; RR8, Longley. 534- 
6268.11-tf 
TWO, SINGLE BEDS, mattresses; 
Smith Corona portable typewriter. 
656-4648.18-1 
TYPIST CHAIR and folding loble. $35. 
656-3633.^1
PONY, SIX YEARS OLD— holTweTsh
by half quarter horse. Beautiful 
buckskin more positively reliable for 
young or older children. Must soli but 
only to good home. 652-5879. 18-1
vTkING T.V., coloured. 2oTnch, good
condition. $75. 656-2871,^1
MINI BIKE, good condition, $40. 
Phone 656-5169 mornings before 10 
a.m. or evenings after 8 p.m. lB-1 
BIFOLD DOORS; combination door; 
top quolity shog carpet. 656-6973. 10- 
1________________
MARTIN, $15. Guitar, S350.; very rare 
Gretch Guitar and ampllfer, two only 
built. $1,200 firm; 2 excellent violins. 
For details on obove call 652-9970.
18-1
GARAGE SALE
2034 Salem Terr. Wednesday. 
Thursdoy, Fridoy. Household effects; 
patio furniture, miscellaneous items. 
656-1387.18-1 
CEDARWOOD MOTEL has for sole 12 
used block and white televisions 
(changing to colour) consoles and 
portables, various makes. Phone656‘ 
2531,9522 Lochside Dr., Sidney, B.C. 
18-3
KITCHEN RANGE, "Enterprise". 
Avocado. 30 Inch, automatic oven, as 
new, asking $195.; 20-21 ft. chest, 
deep freeze, good running order, 
S125.; two bird cages. 656-3442. 18-1 
TWO HORSE TRAILER, good condition. 
$2,000,595-2089. 18-1
30 FT. BOAT HOUSE (single boat) 
$800. Repiocement value approx. 
$2,000 ot Long Harbour, former Scott 
Point Morina. Phone J.D. Chose. 537- 
2581 or Box 509, Ganges, B.C, VOS 
lEO. 18-1
double MATTRESS and box spring 
with Vilos Maple headboard, $45.; 
new Aloddin kerosene heoter, $30.: 
new, 1500 watt, baseboard heater, 
$20.656-7003,6 p.m. 16-1
MISO. WMTRS
WANTED. FURNITURE of all kinds, 
stoves, fridges, etc., buy or con­
signment. Open 7 says, 10-5:30. 
Parking. Sidney Nearly New. Old and 
Antique. 656-3511. 9781 Second St,, 
Sidney. tf
TO COMPLETE FAMILY HEIRLOOM
china services, Lomoge gold band or 
gold borders, cobalt blue and gold 
bordered Royal Doulton or Horn- 
mersley. Part place setting or odd 
plates appreciated, phone 592-1072. 
18-1
WANTED: CHILDRENS' Gym Set. 
Phone 656-6860. 18-1
AUTOS S SCATS 
FOR SALS
2046 Keating X Rd. 
6‘;2-1121
7:30a,m. - 5:30 p.m. Mon. 
to Fri.




2360 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C, 
656-7259
1976 B*ndlx 23 foot Cortolr Motor 
Horn# (Brand Now). Comploto with 
3000 K.W. gonorolor, 400 CID ongltio, 
IV, ton rollng. dual whooli 
oulonialic Iransmlssiorr, power 
stooring and brakoj, rodio, cruiio 
control, toctory rovorso cycle olr 
conditioning, tub and thower, Throe 
burner stovo with ovon, 3-woy 
copocityrolrlgorotor, olc.
SolePrlc# $21,77$
1974 TOYOTA Ton Pickup with 
brand now 7.(ool Olympic Campor 
rnauntod and loody tor thoio ca 
ping trips. Tho truck ho« only 35,074 
tnilos and it o t-spood with radio.
$Dl#PrU#$$,19S
1975 Poc#r 2 doar, llnishod in sky 
blue with matching Intorior, itondord 
tronsmlsslon which mak«i this 22407 
rnilo Pocor vory oconomicol,
$al#Prlc#$3.49$
1971 Pontiac lamani 2-door Coupo 
350 CID, V0 ongino, outomollc 
Iftinsmltslon powMi slooring, ond 
hrakos, rodio, steroo tape deck fully 
rocrandltionod ond foody lo go with 
ottly 44,417 milos on It.
$(rl#rrl(# 12.79$
196$ $comp*r 16’ Troil#r with link 
stovo. inll«t. Thl* unit ii vary cloon 
ond hin h«on woll lookod oIiih',
$«l#Pilc#|l,l9S
196# Buick $kylait< V door hordlop 
Vfl ongino, outomollc lion»mlt*lon 
[lowoi slooring, ond radio,
$«l#Prl(«t99l
1966 Rnmblar Ambniiador 4 door 
Sodon Vfl, automatic tronimlsilon 
, rodio, wrih only 63,854 mllos, Im 
niuculololy Irxrkfd oitvr. '
$al#Prfc«|l,l9$
1946 Ch#y*IU Malibu 4.door Sedan, 
2H3, VO, oulomoilc ironsmlsslon, only 
71,997 mlloi, onrj In spolloii con 
rlillun $ol# Price $1.29$
197$ ioep CJ$ with cw)ly 20 392 rnilns 
Rod with while ronverlible lop 
Opiiuiis include Iree whoeling (loni 
hubs, rodio and custom console, back 
snot, priddrul dosh ot)d liickiJ)! 
glove compnrlmenl. Iun«j e>ihnuil 
syslem, Urg sis (25B tIP) eriQirre, told 
cllrnot* potkcigit (battery, aliernotoir 
ond block hooter) honvy duly 
tutpeniiorr, skid pods under oil 
"undorside" tomponenli, Inlertor 
lighting,, piKhoge, "reor" tlie 
conversion kit, roll bar and Holler 
trtwingpockoge, t«le Price t4,lf I
U.si: 1) UNITS 
NKW .UNITS 
H.V. Vi:iIICI.I-#4 
\Vc lease ;u ucll 
Hank financing nn ap 
proved credit
Dealer No. Dn$9A
AUTGS & SOilTS 
FUR SALS
FRRS0NAL5
1973 CMC WINDOW VAN, 8 
passenger, power steering,, power 
brokes, automatic, asking $4,295, 
owner moving— Offers — 652-1914. 
17-2
SIDNEY CAR MART
BUY IN SIDNEY 
&SAVE 
on
New & Used Cars, 







SEE THE NEW 
MODELS NOW AT 




'57 PONTIAC, 2 door, outomatic, 
good running order, best offer, 656- 
6959. 18-1
1968 PARKLANE, runs well. $350.; 
1974 Lit-L-Mote trailer, as new. 
$3,000 or nearest offer. 652-9970. 18- 
1
69 VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACK. 2nd 
owner, lody driver, top condition. 
$1,150 or offers. 656-5057 between 5 
'.m. and 6 p.m. 18-1
34 FT. X 11 IN. FARROW CEMENT 
BOAT, in good condition, no engine, 
but has full focilities to motorize 
economically or may be converted 
back to "Sail", also very good for 
diving or live aboard, really roomy 
with large cabin, will sell for $1,500 
— moving. Real socrifico. Pleose 
apply anytime to Customs Dock. 
Sidney, at boat "Pebbles". 18-1
14% FT. BOAT. K a C and E2Y load 
troiler, 75 Evinrude 6 h.p. long shoft 
motor for solo; also 17 ft. fully 
contained trailer, 656-6727. 18-1
23 FT. BRANDlmVRE CRUiSER Criss 
Cross Craft. 6 cyl. engine, excellent 
condition. $7,000 or nearest offer. 
Also boat house ot Halls Marina. 
$1,000. Phone 652-9970. 18-1
mm sgRYicsg g
ipiPMSKT FOR gALl.




FOUND: GIRL'S sweater. Allbay Road 
and Bowman, may bo claimed at 
Review office. 18-1
WE WISH TO EXPRESS OUR SINCERE 
gratitude to the North Saanich Fire 
Deportment for their prompt and 
efficient response to our coll for 
ossistanco during our emergency. We 
are Indeed groteful: Paul & Iona 
Sparling and family. 16-1
WE SINCERELY WISH TO thank^r P.
Wash and other kind neighbours for 
their kind ossistanco on Friday of- 
ternoon. Paul and Iona Spoiling & 
family. 18-1
FRRgQNALS
CAR POOL WANTED, Sidney to Ook 
Boy. doy shift. 656-5747 after 5 p.m. 
18-1
WE WISH TO THANK THE KIND 
unknown neighbou who filed a 
.complaint directly to the Mayor of 
North Saanich on Sundoy afternoon 
of the noise from a generator which 
was necessary to provide woter os 
we do not have power due to a house 
fire on Fridoy. I hope that I am never 
so kind: Thank you. Iona Sparling. 18- 
1
LAST BUT NOT LWST WE THANK 
GOD. Our daughter who was in the 
house at the time the fire occurred, 
escopod uninjured, also that our very 
special pets escopod safely. We give 
thonks; Paul & Iona Sperling. 10-1
Re-Zoning Denial 
Appealed
The recommendation of 
the Zoning and Sub- 
Division Committee of 
Central Saanich Council to 
deny an application for re­
zoning a Brentwood 
property from Residential 
to Public Institutional use 
was appealed Monday night 
by the applicant, Mr. K. D. 
Bailie.
The application was 
denied on the grounds that 
residents in the area at the 
corner of West Saanich and 
Steily’s X Road should be 
assured the present
residential zoning, as 
approved in the Com­
munity Plan, be continued. 
The applicant, who wants 
to convert a large house to a 
personal care home, 
however, presented
evidence that the residents 
do not object to his plans. 
On this basis, the matter 
was referred back to the 
Committee for re­
consideration at their next 





“Vancouver Island’s most 










Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention lo all 
orders. IMiuiu* 656-4754
b'iNOO. K of P hah, a pTm., every
Thur«day. tvorybudy woltome. it
ooowooir”fiA''TNDniAiA^^
Brentwood Communiiy Holi, 
Scriork.>y, Moy 7, 2-4 p m, Spon*ororf 
by A.C.W, Brentwood Colleae 
Memorloi Chapel. Horne Boklng. 
needlework, plontt, white clephoni, 
attic trB0»uro», Admmlon Including 
Tea,75cenl», tvoryone Welcome. 17 ■ 
2 ■
MOTHtBl DAY flA, Solurdny. Moy
7. 2;00 p m,, St. Poul I United Church, 
program, yllver tollecllon. 18-1
WBliriTNo'MAfCH, Spnuho Holt
Thurtdoy, Mny 10, 0 p'.m. Opening 
motrh Erie Erolich v» Jim Cook; Moin 
event Moriow Bro*. vi John Anion 
and Buddy Auilln, Semi Moln, Guy 
Mitchell v> Mike Sharpe; Tog Toorrii, 
Tevo* Oullow rjnd Joe Polordl v* 
Cano Singh « Buck Zunhote. Ticket! 




TOPS Chapter 980, 
Brentwood Bay, members 
are continuing to Take Off 
-Pounds Sensibly and 
several new members have 
joined with that aim in 
view. Queen for the month 
of March was Leslie 
Shumka and Queen for 
April is Merle Young.
Winner of the “Apron” 
contest was Sandy Harris. 
Irene Diggle received a 
charm for her bracelet 
recently when she attained 
her KOPS status and at­
tendance charms were won 
by Betty McKecknie, Molly 
Esscry, Dolly Hamilton and 
Mildred Foster, A letter of 
thanks vvas received from 
the new Brentwood Bay 
Chapter, B.C. 2406 on 
receipt of a generous 
donation from the older 
chapter.
.Mderman George
MacFarland cautioned his 
colleagues that the new 
zoning would also permit 
many other uses some of 
wliich may not be desirable. 
If re-zoned, these uses 
could not be prevented. He 
suggested, therefore, that 
Council obtain a guarantee 
that the personal care home 
plan would be proceeded 
with.,
Bible Society : 
Canvass
The executive and- 
representatives of the 
Sidney and North Saanich- 
Branch of the Canadian’. 
Bible Society met April 21st: 
at the Peace Lutheran. 
Church. This meeting was! 
preparing for canvass and' 
Bible Sunday, May 1st. 
Representatives from the. 
Anglican, Baptist, Four-; 
square Gospel, Lutheran,; 
Penteco.stal, Presbyterian,; 
Seventh Day Adventist, and; 
United Churches are in-; 
volved in conducting door- 
to door canvass for funds- 
for the Bible Society.
May 9 To 13 \
Designated j 
^^Clean-Up” Week 
In Central J 
Saanich
Central Saanich ;
householders will be able to;, 
get rid of their unwanted; 
bulky junk that will not fit; 
into garbage bags during; 
the week of May 9 to 13.
The municipality has 
been divided into areas and 
municipal trucks are 
scheduled lo visit each area 
during “clcan-up” week. 
Municipal crews will load 
and haul away, free of 
cliargc, such things as old 
appliances and furniture 
and wliatcvcr that may have 
acciimiilated, but not 
domestic garbage.
'I'he schedule appears as a 






Groceries ■ Fruit - Vegetables 
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
2449 Beacon Phone 656-11/
HAULING UPON NiQUt$T, Top toll, 
load grovel, till, lond, lewert, 
droint, inttoilotipn, refiotrt. R.H, 
trufklno. 479 6459 IB-I
dA$$ICAl~6ilTAi'"~niir'o{1l()ri, 
IregiHfieit --ony og*.652,1763. IB; I
AmNTION N(.WCOMIR$l‘N'e^t a
senior liunipel player lor (umbo (un 
hord 656.36.1,1 ftf 656 1146 m'enlnpi 
10.1 __ _ _________
WHYTti BbBN’"TO“'DiNHir“AND
Botboro (nee Brackenbury) o girl, 
Jenndef Lynn, 7 Ibi. IH oi,, on April 
t'cltw.,:. B.C, rivv.! 
dporentt ore Mr, • Mri, J,C. Wbyt* 
and Mr. I Mtt, B. Brockenbury, all til 
Sidney, B.C. ' IB-I
IAltl “pliidbT" Mi.fllt'.'iyt|«m. Non
Ale/t^oniv tlvdv, f w/ oppoMpnienr roil
656,S403, It
I* Normorrllull 656 4938, ft o m, (o 10
HAUt INolj?oTri($QUO r'T/p tod,










8 p.m. Little League Baseball
9 p.m. Saanich Peninsula
Arts & Crafts Workshop
No "ISSUES" Open Line this week






request of North 





division of their land, 
at 1835 John Road, 
into four parcels was 




cording to a letter 
from the farm’s 
solicitors, at this time 
“to create the 
necessary parcels of 
land in order to 
facilitate the moving 
of the egg grading 
and/or poultry 
operation if, as and 
when the move 
becomes . necessary. 
Westmong Farms and 
Claremont Poultry
operate with the same 
management. 
Westmont Farms 
holds a broiler quota 
and Claremont 
Poultry, an egg 
production quota.
The letter explained 
Claremont Poultry operates 
in Saanich, in an area soon 
to be sewered, at which 
time, “The poultry 
operation would then, if 
still retained by Claremont 
Poultry Ltd., be moved to 
the John Road Property 
together with the egg 
grading operation carried 
on at Claremont Poultry on 
Claremont Road."
Uccause each of these 
operations are financed 
separately they would 
require their own parcel of 
land.
Council had earlier 
requested a “com­
prehensive land use” plan 
from the farm. They 
received the letter with the 
stated intentions but were 
told at the same time the 
farm’s solicitors advised it 
not enter into a Land Use
SUPERIOR
REFRIGERATION
9308 • 4TH ST. 
Sidney, B.C. 
6S6-222S
THE NAME IS ASSURANCE
Recommended by families in every Victoria 
neighbourhood. A long tradition of service . ... 
it is wise to choose McCall’s.
MC CAU. BROS
Corporation of the District 
of Central Saanich
FIRE PERMITS
Effective May 2nd, 1977, permits are 
required for all open burning.
Permits may be obtained from the 
Municipal Hall, 1903 ML Hewton X. Rd. 
Mon. - Fri., 9 a.m. • 4 p.m.
BRUCE ElA/EDAHL 
Fire Chief
Contract “at this time 
because it is economically 
impossible for Westmont 
Farms to forecast the use it 
will require of the lands 
over the next ten or twenty 
years.”
“I’m not particularly 
happy with Westmont 
Farms at all.” said 
Alderman Wilf. Price, 
chairman of Committee A 
when he introduced the 
letter back from the 
committee for discussion.
“1 think down the road 
they have the intention of 
putting in a chicken 
processing plant.” said 
Aid. Owen Philp.
“Its not a question of 
removing it from the 
ALR”, said Aid. George 
Westwood, the only 
alderman to not vote 
against the request, “its a 
question of sub-dividing 
this thing for egg 
production quotas. “We’ve 
put restrictions on this 
fellow so many times he’s 
gone bankrupt.’’Council 
did not think a chicken 
processing plant would 
necessarily have to take the 
land from the ALR.
“Under by-law 12, 1
doubt we could prevent 
such a plant and under 194 
we’d only be a little better.” 
said Mayor Paul Grieve.
Ted Fairs, Municipal 
Clerk, suggested that even 
under by-law 12 there 
would be sewer and water 
restrictions that would not 
allow it.
“What if they could 
show on-site water and 
sewage treatment?” asked 
Grieve.
Council voted against 
supporting the request for 
sub-division with West- 
wood abstaining and then 
passed a motion inviting 
representation from 
Westmont Farm’s at the 




Probably one of the best 
known days in North 
America is Mother’s Day - 
the day when children pay 
tribute to their mother.
Its beginnings, it is 
believed, date as far back as 
the ancient spring fc.stival 
known as Hilaria, dedicated 
to the mother goddess,' 
Cybcle, In Medieval 
England, there used to be a 
“Mothering Sunday”, the 
fourth Sunday in Lent, 
when children away from 
home apprenticing returned 
to see their mothers. They 
always brought gifts.
Although Mother’s Day, 
as il exists today, had its 
start in the United States 
around 1890, the actual 
creator of the modern 
Mother's Day observance 
was a 41-year old 
Philadelphia woman, Anna 
M. Jarvis who, ironically, 
had never Ireen tt parent 
herself!
Ilerefi twer the loss of her 
motlier, site conceived the 
idea of an international 
Mother’s Day.
Peninsula
Building Afinintenuhee Contractors PiuEnblng it Heating Excavating Electrical Miscelloneous
AJAX







Sand - Gravel 
Drain Rock 
1 - 6 Yds. Deliverv
656-1990
BILL \S WINDO W CLEA NING SERVICE






Kitchen cabinets, olterotions, 
renovations, furniture.
















Hot Water Heating 











Every Saturday & Simdayj
10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 



















•BACK HOE WORK 
•CAT WORK 
•TRUCKING







Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 



















For all your refrigerator, 





Residential • Commerciol 
& Golf Course Construction 












BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS
SEWER - STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES









Renovations & Additions 
Carpentry • Cobinet Making
No Job Too Small 
656-3143
Seeds, Fertilizer 




2036 Boson Bey Rd.
MANN.MOULSON.







Disposol Field Designs 






New Homes & Cabinets, Custom 
build Remodelling. Additions ond 














Free estimates for 
landscaping, rotovating 
and plowing, etc., with 
small tractor.














R.J. Grundison O.D. 
R.F. Jeune O.D. 







For the Fanlniuio, phone
K. Strieker 
A. Lowen 













Land.toplng • Conlrocllng 
For IIotI smell job 
Ihal needs lots ol power
656-I7I6
When jfom Mge needs Iking 




It's the best wsy 
to M quality seniiee 
at reasonabie prices












4-wheel drive macihne, 
loader, rotovator, 
inower.s and general 
hauling, We have e.v 
cclicni manouverubilily 













, r , ,, I , 1, W
BARBER and CHEZ CLOTH Molly-O Pink Kitten
HAIRSTYLING “Ffthrlc Slore” SNACK BAR BEAUTY SALON









WOHK AND COWBOr BOOTS
656-SllS
SEASHORE 
































Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 
















Re-wiring, ^ectric heating' 
Repoirs. Applkince connections




Fast and courteous 
service with reasonable 




STEP TO (P 
% BETTER HEALTH > 
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks 
No. 102-9861 Third St. 
656-2515
SIDNEY GLASS
Marine Auto ft Sofety Gloss 




9786 Second St. 
656-1313
Lite® Now...
That's how your cor will look 
after on acrylic 






For Specialist in 















Aulomatle Oil 0®llverl«i 
Emorgancy Satvlc® 
Compr«h«ntlva Parti Prolortlon 
Equal MottthlyBIIIIngi 
From Victoria
PaymanI* ol any locol Bank 








Tor and Grav®l 
FREE ESTIMATES i 
KEN
Phon® 6S1-429S






ROY’SALLBAY MARINESERVICES H D. 
22.38 llurhourUd.-Sldnev 
656-7023
O.M.C, roclory Autltotliad Ro|>nlr Shop, Jnlin.on .Evlnfuito Ouibootdi 
O.M C Storo Dilvni, oUo VOIVO and Wouko.bnw «lofn itrlvo. Hondo 
and Soogull oulbuardi,
TUtWAY TO SAtUROA Vt I a.m. • * p.m.
Sidney Carpet Cleaning '
COMMERCIAL & residential 
Serving PcniiLsula & Gulf Island,s





' Fiwiit'nuAm ' 
O. Rouiiaihi













Custom Made Furniture Re-Upholstiiy
Drapery,' Carpets.' 




*age 12 THE REVIEW Wednesday, May 4, 1977
Town of Sidney 
PROCLAMATION OF 
MEDIC - ALERT PROGRAMME
WHEREAS citizens of this community may have 
hidden medical problems which, in case of an ac­
cident or emergency, may not be obvious even to the 
trained eye of a physician, and 
WHEREAS if an accident strikes and they are either 
unconscious, delirious, or in a state of shock, it may 
be impossible for them to tell the physician about 
their problem or allergy, and 
WHEREAS there arc more than 200 medical 
problems and several thousands of combinations of 
various kinds which might go undetected thus 
leading to serious illness or even death, 
THEREFORE May is proclaimed “Mcdic-Alert” 
month in Sidney, thereby recognizing the continuing 
work of the Canadian Medic-Alert Foundation 
through the provision of Mcdic-Alert identification 
bracelets and 24-hour emergency information service 
to physicians and to other authorized personnel in 
cases of accident emergencies, and 
We further recognize the efforts of the Life 
Underwriters Association of Victoria and the 
associations throughout Canada who are sponsoring 




7172 Brentwood Drive 
Brentwood Bay 
Vancouver Island ^ 
//,
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652-2413
Hours 9 a.m. -12 a.m. daily
MAY SPECIAL ,
BABY TROUT BUCCANEER 
SALAD BAR
STEAK & CRAB





Sunday Brunch 11:30 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
i
1 Canada Grade Al
j FREEZER BEEF
1 Fronfe" lb. 79^ 1 f
Sides lb. 99*
1 Hinds ib.’l*® V -, V
PRIME RIB
ROASTS $ 129






CHUCK STEAK GROUND BEEF
,b.69* Medium $1^90 10 lbs. P
PRICKS EFI KCnVETHURS,. FRI., A SAT.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411









Annual Show and Sale 
at the Sanscha Hall, 
Sidney, on Saturday 
and Sunday, May 7
and 8. The exhibition 
will open from 10 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. each day. 
The show, which is the
GIL MONTGOMER Y, rasps a smooth curve on a piece 
of plumwood to make an interesting abstract form
SPAC’s biggest event 
of the year, will 
feature exhibits and 
demonstrations of all 
types of painting and 
crafts.
The guest Artist this 
year will be Inter­
nationally known Jack 
Wise, at present 
Resident Artist of the 
Victoria College of 
Art. Mr. Wise has 
exhibited in important 
shows in Canada, 
U.S.A. and Great 
Britain, and some of 
his work will be on 
display.
Demonstrations of their 
craft will be given by:




Janet Remmer — 
Macrame;




Robin Steffanick — 
Wheel Pottery;
Virginia McCaffrey — 
Clay Modelling;




Marylin Laite — Water 
Colour;




This year the Jurors for 
the Painting entries will be: 
Roger Boulet, Director of 
Victoria Art Gallery and 
John Cawood, Assistant 
Professor of Art,
University of Victoria. 
Crafts will be judged by: 
Mrs. Bomford, Manager of 
“The Quest for Han­
dicrafts, Canada Ltd.”
Door prizes will be an Oil
Painting, by Heather 
Shield, a Water Colour by 
Marilyn Laite, Pottery by 
Muffet Grieve and a pillow 
with a woven cover by, 
Emily Campbell. These
most attractive prizes were 
donated by the artists who 
made them.
Refreshments will be 
available. Coffee and 
sandwiches will be served 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 
Tea will be served from 2 
p.m. until 5 p.m.
Besides this annual show, 
twice a year the club holds 
an exhibition and sale of 
their work at the Hillside 
Mall. Any profits from 
these activities go to 
scholarship funds and to 
subsidize, to the members, 
the cost of professional 
instruction in arts and 
crafts.
CENTRAL SAANICH MUNICIPALITY
During cleanup week (May 9-13) the Corporation 
will pickup refuse as follows:
Monday, May 9 — Brentwood Area 
Tuesday, May 10 — Tanner-Keating Area 
Wednesday, May 11 — Chatwell Area 
Thursday, May 12 — Saanichton Area 
Friday, May 13 — Turgoose Area 
ALL OTHER AREAS BY TELEPHONE 
REQUEST ONLY
Rubbish must be placed at the end of your driveway 
adjacent to the road. There are no restrictions on 
what we will take except domestic garbage. For 




7 DA YS A WEEK, 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Mothers Day sale prices May 6th to 15th
Oil
— Oil
Rhododendrons, 2 to 5 gallon pots. Most now loaded with buds or flowers, 15 <Vo off 
marked prices.
Rhododendrons, early varieties, finished blooming.
Rosemtindi and Xmas cheer, 25% off marked prices.
Gardenias, 6” pots, $2.50 each.
Also offering:
6000 geraniums, 4” pots, $1.00 each.
4000 ivy geraniums, 4” pots, $1.00 each.
6000 fuchias, 4” pots, $1.00 each.
3000 cactus, house plants, tropicals, 4” pots, $.75 each.
1000 8 and 10 inch pots or baskets, assorted ferns, 25% off marked prices.
10(H) Kovalonski geraniums, bedding type, single bright fluorescent orange flowers 
in peat pot, $.65 each.
 Patio tomatoes, 6 plants per tray, 50c a tray.
Tropicals and house plants, including large red flowered hibiscus, split leaf 
philodendron, palms, 30% off marked prices on 5 to 10” pot sizes.
Good selection of bedding plants, 65c a tray, 8 trays for $5.00, mix and match
A great gift for mother is a beautiful hanging basket. We have approximately 6000 
planted pots and hanging baskets, styles consist of 6-8-10-12 inch plastic, 12 inch 
wooden, 11-12-14 inch wire or plastic moss, 13x26 inch plastic. Pots in 1 and 5 
gallon sizes, decoration 8-10-12 inch plastic, wooden tubs to 16 inch size. Planted; 
to singles and assortments of fuchias, pelorgoniums, ivy geranium, begonias, 
geraniums, lobelia, petunias, nemesia, nepeta, schizanthus, impatiences..
Trailing tomatoes, strawberries, cactus. 5 gal. pots planted to vegetable garden with 
tomatoes, herbs, parsley, chives, dwarf marigold.
1 gal. pots with tomato single or tomato, parsley and chives.
DECKERS
GREENHOUSES









The 1977 Saanich 
Holstein 4-H Calf Club 
slaic of officers arc as 
follows: Frcsiclcni — Jody 
Aylard; Vice Presideul — 
Chumkaur Chunia:,
Sccrciary — Karen 
Holman; Treasurer — 
Gillian Yclland; Reporler 
— Doug Anderson.
A large number of ihc 
Club’s 27 members eorn- 
pcied in the Public 
Speaking eomesis held 
wiibin the club. The tirsi 
place winner in eaeli 
division went on to compete
in the Regional eoni- 
petitions. In the senior
division C Inimkitur fhuma 
placed tirst with a perlcei
score of lt)() points, har- 
samo Gliunia placed second 
and Karei\ llcdman. tliiul, 
In the junior section. 
William I’iiylor placed tirst, 
lasn Andcison second ami 
Breitl Anderson, third.
Nursery stock — Bedding plants —- Tropicals — Rhododendrons — House plants — 
Cactus -— Hanging Baskets — Fertilizer — Seeds — Lime — Potting Soil — Peat 
Moss.
NEW STORE HOURS: DAILY
9-10
WEST SAANICH RD
across from the Brentwood Post Office






Canada Grade A Beef
$
BEEF SAUSAGE
KIM I^AUniEN invites you to watch 
ns she is about to spin that lump of 
clny into an abstract attractive bowl 
on her Potter's Wheel 




PIES Smedley's 15% oz. tin
ORANGE CRYSTALS
Allen's 4 x3'/4 gram. pkg.
OUR NEW HOURS
Tuesday to Friday 
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Saturday
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 







Paramount 6 oz. tin
TISSUE
Purex 4 roll pkg.
CHEESE SLICES
Kraft 16 oz. pkg.
$ 1 49
CHEESE WHIZ













Sun Light king size 5 lb. box
LEfruc^E~““"“"'
24'S for
$-119
STRAWBERRIES
12 OZ. basket
